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ABSTRACT
There are several technological solutions available in the market to help organizations

with information security breach detection and prevention such as intrusion detection and
prevention systems, antivirus software, firewalls, and spam filters. There is no doubt in the fact
that significant progress has been made in the technological side of information security.
However, when we study causes of information security breaches, we find that a significant
number are caused by non-technical reasons such as social engineering, theft of computing
device or portable hard drive, human behavior, and human error. This leads us to conclude that
information security should not be viewed through technology perspective only. Instead, a more
holistic approach is required. This thesis provides a systems approach towards information
security management and include technological, management and social aspects.

This thesis starts with introduction especially background and motivation of the author,
followed by literature research. Next, Enterprise Information Security Management Framework
is presented leading to estimation of an organization's information security management
maturity-level. Finally, conclusion and potential future work are presented.

Thesis Supervisor: Michael Cusumano

Title: Sloan Management Review Distinguished Professor of Management
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DISCLAIMER

Please note that in Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations (Tables 4
through 20), data shown under columns - Weight (in percentage) and Enterprise Self Estimation
(percentage completion) is purely hypothetical. It was NOT obtained from any organization. Any
match with any organization is purely coincidental.

Readers should not derive any organization specific information from this work. The
Enterprise Information Security Management Framework (EISMF) should be used as a roadmap
for taking a systems approach towards information security management.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Information security and its management had been of tremendous concern to mankind

since beginning of human civilization. With the advent of computers and their rapid adoption in

commercial and personal domain, information has become a commodity of immense value. In

this networked information age, "security" has acquired a special status in our digital life. We

find that most of our personal information including financial information is stored and

accessible online. Our social and business communication via email hops through various

servers, telephone conversation goes through various towers and satellite, and social networking

information is stored on distant servers. Hence, it is vital to manage technical, business and

social aspects of information security.

In last four decades, as a result of tremendous progress in the technical side of

information security, we have seen several information security related products and services. In

contrast, significantly less attention has been given to comprehensive information security

management. Information security is no longer just a technical challenge but it is a business and

social challenge as well. Solving technical side of information security got a big push with the

outbreak of virus in the public domain such as Melissa virus (March, 1999) which infected over

a million' computers in the United States. However, information security breach is possible

without involving a sophisticated technological attack such as involving virus, worm or phishing

email. For example, it could happen when an employee loses his or her computer with sensitive

information. Similarly, social engineering could lead a person to unknowingly give away

confidential information.

United States Department of Justice, Computer Crime & Intellectual Property Section, World Wide
Web, Retrieved on July 28, 2010 from http://www.justicc.gov/criminalcybercrime/ccpolicv. html



Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (PRC) 2 has created a database of data breaches within the

United States starting from April, 2005 and it is updated frequently. When we analyze PRC data

from July 01, 2010 through July 20, 2010, we find that breaches are caused due to several

reasons such as loss of computer device/data drive either inadvertently or stolen carrying

sensitive information, loss of computer files, employee giving out information to the public

domain, dumping physical files with critical information in public waste management area,
information mailed to incorrect physical address, unauthorized access to an information

database, unattended/unprotected area containing sensitive information, email with confidential

information sent to an incorrect email address, improper electronic file sharing within an

organization, virus infection, impersonation, physical security breach, employee stealing

information, incorrect display of information online, hacking, accidental disclosure of

information, and natural disaster.

From the above data, we find that only three causes - unauthorized access to an

information database, virus infection and hacking are technical in nature. Remaining causes are

related to physical security (which could lead to theft or loss of computer device/hard drive),
social engineering, human behavior, human error, and information storage recycling. Therefore,

majority of information security breaches are due to non technical reasons. To further support

our conclusion, we take a look at Figure 1. It clearly shows that in year 2009, major cause of

data breach (across different industries) was theft leading to loss of a computer or an information

storage medium.

Hence, we need to look at information security management in a much broader and

holistic way beyond the lenses of technology which brings us to Enterprise Information Security

Management Framework.

2 Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, Chronology of Data Breaches, Security Breaches 2005-Present, World
Wide Web, Retrieved on July 28, 2010 from http://www.privacyrights.orgdata-breach



Data breaches that could lead to identity theft, by cause

Insecure policy
26% Theft/Loss

37%

Figure 1: Data breaches that could lead to identity theft, by cause

(Source: page29, Symantec Global Internet Security Threat Report, Trends for 2009, Volume XV, Published April

2010)

1.2 Objectives

This thesis has three objectives:

* Firstly, create an Enterprise Information Security Management Framework which

would facilitate a comprehensive approach towards information security management

at an enterprise level along with ability to track progress by way of estimation of

enterprise information security management maturity level.

* Secondly, framework should capture role of senior management, stress alignment of

information security objectives with enterprise goals, and bring out role of all of the

employees in information security management.

* Finally, framework should be holistic so that technological, business, and social

aspects of information security management are addressed. Framework should

facilitate security of entire business rather than just the information systems.

3 Symantec Corp. (2010), Symantec Global Internet Security Threat Report, Trends for 2009, Volume
XV, Published April 2010, World Wide Web, Retrieved on July 28, 2010 from
http://www.symantec.con/business/theme.isp?themeid--threatreport



1.3 Structure of the thesis

Following steps are taken to construct this thesis:

" Chapter 1 - Introduction

o Author's motivation, thesis objective and thesis structure are covered in this chapter.

" Chapter 2 - Literature Review

o Current state of research in the field of comprehensive information security

management is covered in this chapter. It includes some definitions which are

critical for our understanding.

" Chapter 3 - Enterprise Information Security Management Framework

o This covers the actual framework

e Chapter 4- Information Security Management Maturity Level based on EISMF

o This chapter covers the key criterion for each point in the fourteen point EISMF

o Using the fourteen point EISMF and key criterion, information security management

maturity level is established. Sample calculation is shown as well.

* Chapter 5 - Conclusion and Future Work

o Summary of key features of framework and information security management

maturity level is captured here with regards to the stated objectives.

o Looks at potential research opportunities.



CHAPTER 2: Literature Review

2.1 Terminology

There are two terms which need an explanation. One is information and the other is

security.

First, we look into definition of information. Merriam Webster online dictionary has four

different meanings for it. One of the four meanings close to the context of our discussion is "the

communication or reception of knowledge or intelligence". However, we find that definition of

information given by ISO (International Organization of Standardization) is much more relevant

to our discussion here -"Information is an asset, which, like other important business assets, adds

value to an organization and consequently needs to be protected."A

Second, we look into the definition of security. Merriam Webster online dictionary has

four different meanings for it. One of the four meanings close to the context of our discussion is

"freedom from danger". Danger to an organization could come from internal or external

channels.

We know that information is not necessarily in electronic form only. It could be in verbal,

hand written, or typed forms as well. This makes it necessary for us to look beyond securing the

information systems or software security. Although securing the information systems is critical

for businesses but it is not a complete solution because information breach could happen without

involving any information system. Solution must involve a systems perspective and a holistic

approach. All IT (Information Technology) and non-IT staff must be involved in securing an

enterprise. Hence, solution must be multi-disciplinary.

4 International Organization of Standardization (ISO), World Wide Web, Retrieved on July 30, 2010 from
http://www. iso. or/-iso/ iso cafe manag ement systems. htm



2.2 Overview of Recent Trends in Information Security

In the year 2009, the war between those who secure the information and those who are

looking to exploit loopholes continued. The number of information data breaches which involved

PII (Personally Identifying Information) that came to public knowledge in 2009 was 5825 with

approximately 221 million 5 records impacted. However, this number in 2008 was 7755 with

nearly 87 million5 records impacted. One reason for decline could be increasing effectiveness of

government agencies in catching the cyber culprits. For example, Wall Street Journal reported on

August 18, 2009 that federal agents charged Albert Gonzalez who along with two other

accomplices was involved in stealing information on 130 million 6 credit and debit cards from

five companies. Catching Albert Gonzalez and other criminals might explain decline in reported

breaches in year 2009.

Based on eMarketer -"Data Security Breaches Worldwide, by industry, 2009" report and

Verizon Business's -"2010 Data Breach Investigations Report", we learn that three industries

namely: Financial Services, Hospitality and Retail are leading target for information data breach

[Refer Figure 2 and 3].

Data security Sreaches* vvoriwide, by Industry, 2009
(% of total)

14.2%

13.0%

Business services 5.0%

Technology 4.0%

Education 1.4%

manufacturing 1.4%

Source: Trustwave, "Global Security Report 2010, February 2, 2010
112158 www-envarketer.com

Figure 2: Data Security Breaches (Source: eMarketer)

5 Open Security Foundation, Data Loss Database, Retrieved on August 08, 2010 from
http://datalossdb.orgrepoirts

6 Wall Street Journal, Arrest in Epic Cyber Swindle (dated August 18, 2009), Retrieved on August 08,
2010 from http :/online.wsi.com/article/NA WSJ PUB:SB12505366992137753.html



Industry groups represented by percent of breaches
Media Healthcare Other

Government 4% 3% 4%
4%

Business- _ -
Services

Tech Services-
5%

Manufacturing
6%

Figure 3: Data Breaches by Industry (Source: VerizonBusiness)

Companies make every effort to not get negative media attention due to an information security

breach. As a result, management is constantly analyzing their information security infrastructure

and investing in protection of information resources.

We find the following from a recent Forrester report titled-"The State Of Enterprise IT Security

And Emerging Trends: 2009 To 2010" by Jonathan Penn:

e In year 2010, 42% companies are planning to increase investment in latest info security

products by more than 5% from their 2009 budget values. 38% companies are planning to

increase security investment by more than 5% for upgrading their existing info security

infrastructure. 29% companies are considering increasing the expenditure on authorized

copies of various information system hardware and software by more than 5%. 21%

companies are planning to increase the number of information security employees while

19% are planning to hire outside experts on a temporary basis (Refer Figure 4). [Forrester]



Figure 4: IT Security Spending Plans (Source: Forrester)

* For 89% companies "data security" [Forrester] is a top priority in year 2010. 85%

companies are concerned in a major way about proactively "managing vulnerabilities and

threats" [Forrester]. 81% companies are either looking for ways to reduce cost or improve

performance or both (Refer Figure 5). [Forrester]

Data s

Managing vulnerabilities and

Cutting costs and/or increasing eff

Business continuity/disaster re

Regulatory com

Managing informati

Application s

Aligning iT security with the bi

tdentity and access manag

User security training and awa

Implementing ouwr secunty reluirE
on business partnrers/thirdC

se curity outAc

Base: 1,009 North America

* "WhIch of the following initiatves are likely to be your firm's/organization's
top IT security priorities over the next 12 months?"

l Critical E High E Low 5 Not on our Don't know/does
priority priority priority agenda not apply

1%4
ecurity 38% 51%4 9%

threats 31| 54 13 1%

iciency 36% 45 16% 1%

covery 3 48% 1

pihance 36% 41% 17%5 1%

on risk 23 53% 20 1%4

ecurity 19%4 54% 23% 1

usiness 18%. 55% 21%|5% 1%

ement 22Q7 49% 23%5% 1%

reness 13% 50% 32% 5% 1%

urcing 11% 39%4 45 2%

an and European enterprise IT security sourcing and services decision-makers
percentages may not total 100 because of roundina)

Figure 5: Priorities (Source: Forrester)



2.3 Recent Trends in Information Security Breaches: Phishing

Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines phishing as "a scam by which an e-mail user

is duped into revealing personal or confidential information which the scammer can use illicitly".

It usually involves users themselves giving out confidential information such as user name,

password, bank account number or credit card information. This happens when user clicks on a

website link received in an email and follow instructions which eventually lead a user to give out

confidential information.

Sector 2009 Percentage 2008 Percentage

Financial 74% 79%

ISP 9% 8%

Retail 6% 4%

Insurance 3% 2%

Internet Community 2% 2%

Telecom 2% 2%

Computer Hardware I % 1%

Government 1% 1%

Computer Software <1% <1%

Transportation <1% <1%

Table 1: Different phished sectors (Source: Symantec Corp. 2010)

From Symantec's most recent internet security report titled "Symantec Global Internet Security

Threat Report" (Symantec Corp., 2010), we find the following:

* Trade names used in phishing emails were mainly related to financial sector companies

(Refer Table 1). [Symantec Corp., 2010]

* Financial sector was the most phished sector in year 2009 (Figure 6). Getting access to

someone's financial accounts is definitely profitable for phishers as financial information is

an easy sell in the underground economy. ISPs (Internet Service Provider) were the next



most phished sector. ISP information gained may not have direct financial benefits,

however it offers other benefits. For example, getting access to an ISP account could

provide email addresses of users which could be used to send spam emails. Big benefit

from access to an ISP account in the underground economy comes from ability to host

illegal internet web pages. [Symantec Corp., 2010]

Phished Sectors by volume of phishing URLs
Internet

Community Government
3% 1%

RetailOnlie Gaming

12%

-- Financial
78%

Figure 6: Phished sectors by volume of phishing URLs (Source: Symantec Corp. 2010)

a Retail was the third most phished sector (Refer Figure 6). This is not a surprise because

in 2009 retail sales via internet increased by more than 14%7. From phishing perspective,

online retail is an attractive sector because buyers need to provide personal information

such as user name, password and financial information such as credit or debit card

information. If phishers are able to get either personal or financial or both, they can easily

sell the information in the underground economy or they could use it themselves to make

online purchases. [Symantec Corp., 2010]

7 Coremetrics, Press Releases, 2009 Press Release, World Wide Web, Retrieved on August 01,
2010 from
http;//www.coremetries.com/ companv/2009/pr12-21-09-online retail sales.php



In summary, primary objective behind phishing is monetary benefit. Financial sector

remains the most phished sector because probability of gaining access to an online bank

account is much higher.

2.4 Recent Trends in Information Security Breaches: Spam

Spam by category (2009)

Fraud 419 Type

Scams Adult 5%

3% 2%nternet
29%

Leisurh

Financial Commercial
15% Products

17%

Figure 7: Spam by category - 2009 (Source: Symantec Corp. 2010)

From "Symantec Global Internet Security Threat Report" (Symantec Corp., 2010), we learn the

following about spamming activities for year 2009:

e In 2009, internet was the lead spam category (Refer Figure 7). This category includes

spam such as online education. Due to downturn in the economy in 2009, spammers saw

an opportunity to lead web users to a fraudulent education website which asked for

payment information as part of online application form. [Symantec Corp., 2010]

e Next spammed category was commercial products which include flowers, sweets,

apparel, home decoration and other personal gift items. Commercial products spam was

timed according to festivals. For example, personal gift items dominated in December

due to Christmas. [Symantec Corp., 2010]

* Financial and Health were the third most spammed categories. Due to the economy,

financial vulnerability was high and spammers capitalized on it by sending emails that

offered financial rescue to their readers. Similarly, mortgage crisis and high



unemployment were leveraged by spammers. Spammers sent emails such as work

remotely from home or ways to prevent house sale by bank due to lack of mortgage

payment. [Symantec Corp., 2010]

2.5 Information black market

Overall Rank Percentage
2009 2008 Item 2009 2008 Range of prices

1 1 Credit card information 19% 32% $0.85-$30

2 2 Bank account credentials 19% 19% $15-S850

3 3 Email accounts 7% 5% $1-$20

4 4 Email addresses 7% 5% $1.701/MB-S15/MfB

5 9 Shell scripts 6% 3% $2-35

6 6 Full identities 5% 4% $070-$20

7 13 Credit card dumps 5% 2% $4-$150
8 7 Mailers 4% 3% $4-S10
9 8 Cash-out services 4% 3% $0-S600 plus 50%-60%

10 12 Website administration 4% 3% $2-330
credentials

Table 2: Different items on sale in the information black market (Source: Symantec Corp. 2010)

From "Symantec Global Internet Security Threat Report" (Symantec Corp., 2010), we learn the

following about the information underworld activities for year 2009:

* We find that credit card information is a major item for sale in the underworld market

place. [Symantec Corp., 2010]

* Credit card dump (at number 7 in Table 2) is different from credit card information. "A

credit card dump is an exact copy of the encoded data contained in the magnetic stripe on

a credit card. The dump data can be written to the magnetic stripes of counterfeit credit

cards and then the duplicates can be used as though they were the original card." (page

74, Symantec Corp., 2010)



* Bank account information is popular item for sale in the underground economy because it

allows immediate monetary benefit. Once bank information is available, money could be

withdrawn from the account quite easily. [Symantec Corp., 2010]

* Next on the list in Table 2 is email account. Email account facilitates spam in a more trust

worthy way. More people are likely to believe in the contents of an email message from a

trust worthy source (for example, email received from a known person). Address books

could be used to send more spam. People store both personal and financial information in

self sent emails or email drafts. [Symantec Corp., 2010]

Popularity of credit card and banking information in the underworld economy leads us to

conclude that these illegal activities are primarily geared towards making quick bucks.

2.6 Recent research in Enterprise Information Security Management

Research interest has grown over the years in exploring ways for efficient information

security management. We look at some of the work in this domain.

a) Pishva et al (2007), researched "information security at local governments in Japan" and

finally proposed two key elements (discussed later) for improving information security

management framework at local governments. They found that in year 2005 there was a

significant jump from previous year in the number of organizations reporting an

information breach (Refer Table 3).

Year 2002 2003 2004 2005
Total Number of 63 57 366 1032
Organizations
Reporting

Number of victims 418,716 1,544,592 10,435,061 8,814,735
Average Number of 7,613 30,482 31,057 8,922
Victims per Incident 1 1 1 1

Table 3: Information Breach Reporting - Japan (Source: Pishva et al (2007))

As part of their research, Pishva et al looked into computer virus statistics for Japan from

1990 through to 2005, security auditing methodology, different information security standards

used in Japan, government issued guidelines for managing information security, and studied

"Hyogo Prefectural Government" in depth. They reached an important conclusion -



"It seems that institutionalized efforts toward implementing information security have

focused on protecting the systems rather than the valuable information that are stored therein."

(Pishva et al , 2007).

Example is given of an information breach by an employee who can simply give out

information without any traceability. Hurdles in implementing information security policy were

identified. For example, work over load of IT staff, and lack of proper communication among

information consumers, management and IT staff. Managers tend to off load management of

information security to technical staff Information security is mostly given to an external

organization which makes technical staff to not monitor work very closely because they assume

external company is doing all the contractual work.

Finally, two recommendations are made that should be the basis of an improved information

security management framework.

" First recommendation is - "adoption of practical techniques" (Pishva et al , 2007). This

includes focus on IT staff, their skills and their familiarity with overall organizational

security objectives. Close monitoring by internal IT staff when new information systems are

brought in and installed by external companies. Comprehensive emphasis on all layers of

technical information security is recommended. This includes operating system layer,

network layer and application layer. On the non technical side, policy should be put in place

so that information is not given out by authorized people such as system administrators or

other employees. Systems with proven security track record should be widely used and

proven best practices should be implemented across an organization. [Pishva et al , 2007]

" Second recommendation is -"refinement of procedures" (Pishva et al, 2007). The focus here

is on constant analysis of security threats and constant refinement of security methods.

Managers should be made more accountable for implementation of various security methods

instead of technical people such as system administrators. [Pishva et al , 2007]

Hence, from this (Pishva et al , 2007) paper, certain critical characteristics of a comprehensive

information security management framework stand out. These include: Employee training, clear

communication, constant information security threat analysis, and constant upgrade of security

methods and policies.



b) Zulhuda (2009), explored common points between different information security

standards and government legislations. In particular, Zulhuda looked into Information

Security Management Standards (ISMS) - ISO 27000 series and information security

laws in the U.S and the U.K.

For obvious reasons, law has a distinct advantage because not abiding by the law is a

criminal offense. With the increase in information security breach in the public domain,

various governments have taken initiative within their jurisdiction to come up with

statutory model which lays down responsibilities for organizations storing information

such as financial or health.

Standards such as ISO/IEC 27002: 2005 ("Information technology -- Security techniques

-- Code of practice for information security management") necessitate abiding by

applicable government laws. Laws on the other hand could be industry specific. For

example, in the United States, FISMA - Federal Information Security Management Act

(2002), is applicable to government organizations. Sarbanes-Oxley Act applies to

publicly traded companies and their partners.

Information security standards are geared towards securing information assets of an

enterprise while attempting to maximize return on information security investment.

Government regulations are put in place to protect the rights of consumers. Hence,

information security standards and government laws are written from different

perspective while attempting to handle a common concern - information security. There

is a major disconnect between lawyers and technical people. On one hand, technical

people do not quite understand applicable information security laws. On the other hand,

lawyers are not at ease with information security jargon.

Even though there are differences between law and industry standards as discussed

above, Zulhuda (2009) came up with following three overlapping points between legal

frameworks and information security standards:



* First, both highlight the need for information security with same eventual result. For

example, industry information security standards as well as major laws both acknowledge

that "objective of information security is to safeguard the confidentiality, integrity and

availability of information assets" [Zulhuda (2009)]

e Second, both require that organization must put processes in place to ensure safety of

human, financial, and other resources of a company. For example, ISO/lEC 27001:2005

requires proper record-keeping and documentation, regular review of various processes

within an organization, proper handling of all material and non material resources. This is

in agreement with laws such as Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002. [Zulhuda (2009)]

* Finally, when an organization follows a standard, it fulfills certain requirements of an

applicable local law. As we saw above, proper management of all resources is a step

towards compliance with a local law. [Zulhuda (2009)]

We conclude that compliance is an integral part of enterprise information security management

framework.

c). Solms (2000) wrote in year 2000 that development of information security could be divided

into three waves as explained below.

From the early days of computing to beginning years of 1980s could be thought of as

"First Wave" [Solms (2000)] or "Technical Wave" [Solms (2000)]. This was the time of large

computing machines called the mainframes. Purely technical solutions were created for ensuring

information security. Users were given user names and allowed to choose their passwords. Some

authorization scheme was put in the mainframe which limited the user access to information

depending on the identity of the user based on user name used for log in. Management was not

involved. Users were not educated on the strength of their passwords or other critical aspects of

information security. People on the technology side working on information security began to

think that management should work closely with them. Overall, information security remained

purely a technical challenge during this period.



From early years of 1980s to mid 1990s, is the "Second Wave" [Solms (2000)] or

"Management Wave" [Solms (2000)]. During this time frame, management got more and more

involved with information security. Wide spread adoption of client server model during the

1980s, introduction of the worldwide web, and development of internet based business led to

information security getting attention from top management. Management started putting

procedures in place for ensuring information security. Staff was hired for dedicated information

security work. However, after some time, management wanted to know what return on

information security investment they were getting. They also wanted to know what other

companies were doing and where they stand as far as information security was concerned. Note

that first wave continued during this time.

Third Wave/
Institutionalization

Wave

Pace of sendwave

Change Management

continue
in parallel

First Wave
/Technieal

Wave

Mid Mid 2000
1980s 1990s

Time

Figure 8: Information Security - The Third Wave?

(Source: Solns (2000) and Helokunnas et a! (2003))

"Third Wave" [Solms (2000)] or "Institutionalization" [Solms (2000)] started in the mid

1990s. Key features include the following:



o Emergence of various IS standards. For example, British Standards Institute published BS

7799 - an IS Management standard in February, 1995 8.[Solms (2000)]

o To establish trust among companies sharing electronic information,

certifications/accreditations came along. They were a way to show business partners that

company is serious about information security. [Solms (2000)]

o It was felt that employees may pose greatest information security threat mostly due to lack

of awareness. Therefore, organizations started educating their employees on the importance

and ways of information security. [Solms (2000)]

o Methods were developed to measure information security effectiveness. [Solms (2000)]

Solms (2000) talks about possibility of a "Fourth Wave" called "Commodity Wave". Solms

(2000) says the following:

"This wave may be characterized by information security having become such a

commodity that it is not an issue anymore - it totally disappears from the radar screen.

Personally I doubt such a wave, precisely because of the absolute impact of the human

dimension of information security." [Solms (2000)]

In summary, from Solms (2000) paper we learn that for an efficient information security

management, an applicable standard should be followed at an enterprise level coupled with

regular measurements on effectiveness of information security efforts. For employees

information security must be part of their daily work and organization should look for

appropriate certification.

d). Sowa et al (2008) thought that information security management lacks alignment with overall

enterprise objectives. Hence, they came up with - "Business ORiented management of

Information Security" or "BORIS" [Sowa et al (2008)]. Their framework had following six

requirements:

British Standards Institute, BS 7799: Part 1: 1995, World Wide Web, Retrieved from
http;//shop.bsigroup~com/en/ProductDetail/?pid=000000000001324657 on August 05, 2010



o Linkage between enterprise and information security objectives [Sowa et al (2008)].

o Ability to provide metrics on information security along with capability to make key

aspects better [Sowa et al (2008)].

o Support for precise and discernible information security measures [Sowa et al (2008)]

o Allow management to evaluate monetary side of information security [Sowa et al

(2008)].

o Assessment approach for improving financial and tactical aspects of enterprise

information security [Sowa et al (2008)].

o A methodology which could be used on a long term basis and geared towards overall

enterprise goals [Sowa et al (2008)].

BORIS general topology

business/information security

alignment and performance
management, benchmarking

process and risk oriented
2 numerical outgoings estimation

o i
0

-o

U 8cost benefit sheets or calculating
3 the return on security investments

toolsfor evaluation and
o0 Optimization of information

security infrastructures
0

integrated
program management

Figure 9: BORIS General Topology (Source: Sowa et al (2008))

The framework has four broad components as shown in Figure 9. Top component deals

with overall enterprise strategy and its overlap with information security management. Second

component is based on work done as part of top component. Clear information security goals are

established with conformance to overall enterprise goals. Third component is about financial

analysis of various information security investment options. Fourth component consists of

various methods for evaluating information security investments. Component two, three and four

are grouped together in a "Cost-Benefit-Toolbox" [Sowa et al (2008)]. Comprehensive



"integrated program management" [Sowa et al (2008)] concludes the framework. Sowa et al

(2008) goes on to explain each of the above components in detail.

In summary, BORIS brings information security management in alignment with overall

enterprise objectives. It starts with enterprise objectives, followed by defining specific

information security goals. Financial analysis is considered before an information security

investment decision is taken.

This framework brings two characteristics that an enterprise information security

management framework should have. These are: 1). Alignment with corporate goals and

2).Financial Analysis.

e). Tsoumas et al (2006) worked on an information security management framework which

leveraged "security ontology (SO)" [Tsoumas et al (2006)] . This is a technological framework.

They found that when information security goals are considered independent of technology side,
it results in smooth information security management. Overall strategic goals were connected to

implementable information security measures.

Tsoumas et al (2006) built upon DMTF Common Information Model (CIM)9 and added

security ontology -"an ontology that elaborates on the security aspects of an information system"

[Tsoumas et al (2006)]. CIM was chosen because it can leverage Web Ontology Language -

OWL. For building ontological relationships, standards such as "ISO-/IEC 17799, British

Standard 7799 Part 2, Australian Standard Handbook of Information Security Risk Management

(AS/NZS 4360), and CCTA Risk Analysis and Management Method (CRAMM) "[Tsoumas et

al (2006)] were utilized.

Conceptual model of security ontology is explained next followed by explanation of the

ontology based information security management framework. Figure 10 shows the conceptual

model of security ontology. Tsoumas et al (2006) explains the diagram (i.e. Figure 10) as below:

o Key elements are: Asset, Stakeholder, Vulnerability, Countermeasure, and Threat

[Tsoumas et al (2006)].

9 Distributed Management Task Force, lnc.(DMTF), Common Information Model (CIM) Standards,
Retrieved on August 06,2010 from http://www.dmtf.org/standards/ci ml
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o Stakeholder is in some way responsible for Asset which could be harmed by a Threat
which looks for Vulnerability in the asset [Tsoumas et al (2006)].

o Unwanted Incident i.e. information security breach occurs when an attacker succeeds in
utilizing vulnerability to his/her advantage [Tsoumas et al (2006)].

o Unwanted Incident causes Impact on the organization [Tsoumas et al (2006)].
o Countermeasures help mitigate the Threat by employing Controls [Tsoumas et al (2006)].
o Controls are based on Security Policy developed by the Stakeholder [Tsoumas et al

(2006)].

Deployment

Figure 11: An ontology-centric architecture for IS security management (Source: Tsoumas et al (2006))



Per Tsoumas et al (2006), their ontology based information security management framework

consists of four different "phases" involving six "steps" as described below:-

o First phase comprising of first step is called -"Building of Security Ontology". This is

information gathering phase which involves technological information regarding the

existing IS infrastructure including anatomy of network, ports used by various servers,

details of servers (for example: IP addresses, name, port etc.) , operational services, and

network accessibility through VPN or wireless. In summary, a complete picture of

existing information infrastructure is built from a technological standpoint. Next,

enterprise goals are considered by involving management people. Finally, utilizing the

technological information, "ontology concepts' instances" are created. Management

input is implemented using programming interfaces. First step is shown in Figure 11 as

"Network Information" [Tsoumas et al (2006)].

o Second phase-"Security Requirements Collection" consists of second, third and fourth

steps. This involves going through information security documents such as "IS Policy

document" and drawing out Information Security related information. This is shown in

Figure 11 as "Information Extraction". Using the information gathered from various

documents, complete the input gained from management in step one so that now we have

complete -"Managers Information" as shown in Figure 11. Various information security

needs gathered so far should be reviewed by technical and management personnel.

Leverage the various information security standards and best practices. This is shown in

Figure 11 as "Best Practices Information" [Tsoumas et al (2006)].

o Third phase -"Security Actions Definition" consists of a single step (step #5). This is

essentially a mapping of what needs to be done to how things should get done. Security

objectives developed so far are mapped to specific implementation methods. Methods

are changed to "Ponder-compatible input" [Tsoumas et al (2006)]. [Note: Refer

Damianou N., et al (2001) for 'The Ponder Policy Specification Language"]



o Fourth phase -"Security Actions Deployment and Monitoring" comprise of step #6. It

involves implementing the "Ponder rules over the IS infrastructure". Finally, repeat all of

the above on regular intervals. [Tsoumas et al (2006)]

In summary, this is a technological solution for enterprise information security

management and it involves input from both technical and management people. However, it

leaves out possibility of information breach without involving any technological failure.

Based on literature research in Enterprise Information Security Management domain,

the author found below characteristics that are essential elements of a comprehensive

Enterprise Information Security Management Framework:

e Employee training, clear communication, constant information security threat analysis,

constant upgrade of security methods and policies.(Pishva et al, 2007)

* Compliance should be an integral part of enterprise information security management

framework. (Zulhuda, 2009)

* An applicable standard should be followed at an enterprise level coupled with regular

measurements on effectiveness of information security efforts. (Solms, 2000)

* Alignment with corporate goals and Financial Analysis are essential. (Sowa et al, 2008)

In the next chapter, the author presents an enterprise information security management

framework based on literature research, numerous searches on the internet (i.e. the World Wide

Web) and personal IT experience.



CHAPTER 3: Enterprise Information Security Management Framework

Modem businesses are catering to customers around the world 24 hours a day and 7 days

a week via the internet. Companies heavily rely on their information systems for smooth

business operations. Businesses are always looking for ways to minimize threats, protect

intellectual property and maintain privacy of customers. Information security is an integral part

of business activities and must be considered from a business as well as technical perspective. It

is a key component of business processes. Enterprise Information Security Management

Framework is based upon information security driven business process development. The idea is

that information security should be forethought rather than an afterthought. Enterprise

Information Security Management Framework is shown below.

1. Organizational

Structure

14. Future
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13. Incident 3.Policy and
Management Procedures

12.Assurance 4. Risk
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Evaluation Enterprise Management

Information Security
Management 5. Employee
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Management
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Figure 12: Enterprise Information Security Management Framework [EISMFJ



3.1 Organizational Structure

In constantly changing information threat landscape, it is important for an organization to

have a dedicated high level person responsible for overall information security strategy, pro-

active planning, and implementation of information security processes, training and tools.

Depending on type of business and organization revenues, a company may choose between a full

time or part time resource for overall information security management. With a top level (for

example, C-level) person responsible for information security, management understands that

information is a strategic challenge as well as a tactical challenge. Single person leadership for

information security facilitates alignment of information security processes and tools across

departments with overall objectives of an organization. Single dedicated person with a

responsibility for the entire organization is more likely to think holistically i.e. at an enterprise

level instead of approaching information security at a department level. It also helps different

departments to leverage common resources instead of various departments taking a different

approach to information security and therefore requiring unrelated tools/processes. In other

words, we have economies of scale with single top leadership.

In year 2006, based on a survey involving 22710 information security personnel from

different companies located in North America with more than 1,000 employees, Enterprise

Strategy Group (ESG)' 0 found the following:

* 63%'o of these companies had CISO (Chief Information Security Officer)' 0 .

* CISO generally reported to Chief Information Officer (CIO) '.

* CISO have a broad understanding on all aspects of information security including both
I0technology and managements aspects' .

" Companies with CISO tend to allocate more funds towards information security. Of the

companies who had a CISO, 23%'1 were planning to raise their information security

budget in coming year. Whereas, companies with no CISO, only 8%I0 were considering
10

increasing information security budget in the coming year'4.

10 SC Magazine, Roundup 2006: Do CISOs matter?, Dated December 14, 2006, Retrieved on August
11,2010 from http _ \/www.scma gazineus.comroundup -2006-do-c isos-mattcr/article/34254



* Of the companies with CISO, "50%"'o were planning to manage information security at

an enterprise level whereas "21%"I were considering managing it at a more granular level

such as a department. "37%"10 companies with no CISO were planning to manage

information security at an enterprise level and "8%"' 0 were considering department level

approach [SC Magazine, Roundup 2006: Do CISOs matter?].

In a more recent research (for year 2009), Ponemon Institute" under sponsorship from PGP

Corporation looked into 45 companies from 15 different industries which had a data breach". It

was found that cost incurred per breached data record was $15711 when CISO (or a similar/equal

role) was leading the data breach response effort. Whereas, cost incurred per breached data

record was $236" when there was no CISO leading the breach response effort.

in No

Figure 13: Cost incurred per breached record when CISO is involved-2009

(Source: Ponemon Institute")

In yet another recent report, Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA)' 2

reported "benefits of CISOs" based on research conducted by IT Policy Compliance Group

" Ponemon Institute, Fifth Annual US Cost of Data Breach, January 2010 - 2009 Annual Study: Cost of a
Data Breach, Page 25, Retrieved on August 11, 2010 from http://www.ponemon.org/data-security

12 Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA), New Report Shows Benefits of CISOs,
Retrieved on August 11, 2010 from http://www.isaca.org/About-ISACA/Press-room/News-
Releases/201 0/Paes/New-Recort-Shows-Benefits-of-CISOs.asnx



involving "809 organizations" 2 . This research found the following:

* Companies who have CISO or equivalent person get more return on their information

related investment [ISACA]

e Improved ability to retain current customers/users [ISACA]

e Decreased information breach [ISACA]

e Better security of monetary information [ISACA]

e Reduction in yearly audit expense by half [ISACA]

From all of the above reports, it is clear that we can successfully leverage organizational

structure for pro-actively managing and protecting information. Based on these reports, other

literature research and personal IT experience, the author recommends organizations to have

a full time CISO position. CISO should report directly to CIO/CTO as shown in Figure 14.

Infnrmation
Informatin Security defense/attack
Experts ature

Organization
bouncdary

Figure 14: Organizational Structure - CISO

CISO should act as a "technological gatekeeper" [Allen, Thomas 2009]. In the context of

our discussion we can think of CISO as an information security gatekeeper. Prof. Thomas J.

Allen (MIT Sloan School and School of Engineering professor emeritus) describe "techno logical

gatekeepers as a link to outside technology". The function of a "technological gatekeeper" is to

bring knowledge into an organization from outside sources such as journals, books, other

publications, meetings, seminars, conferences or through domain experts. CISO should leverage

the latest available outside knowledge for information protection and management. This is



critical for an organization because information threat landscape is constantly changing and

CISO must be able to keep up with information on latest threats so that pro-active prevention

steps can be undertaken. CISO should encourage information security gatekeepers across the

enterprise. These people are extremely important from security perspective especially because

numerous information security threats are born every day somewhere on the internet. Hence,
enterprise information security goals are better met when CISO encourages more people within

an organization to always on the look for latest and greatest events in information security

domain and bring them to his or her attention.

In the author's framework, CISO or equivalent person is responsible for implementation

of all of the remaining items namely: House of compliance, Policy and Procedures, Risk

Management, Employee awareness and training, Personnel Security, Physical Security, Network

Security, Software Security, Identity Management and Access control, Information Operations

Management, Assurance and Evaluation, Incident Management and Future planning.

3.2 House of Compliance

Widespread global adoption of computers and the internet has led us into an information

age where information has become a critical asset for any organization. Information can be

shared fairly rapidly, even without proper authorization. This has led to privacy concerns and

concerns regarding overall security of information. Organization started by developing their own

best practices, which led to shared best practices across organizations through various industry

standards. However, this was insufficient because organizations were not legally required to

follow industry best practices and focus on information security. Due to heightened information

security concerns in the public domain, information security became subject of legal discussion

leading to several laws and regulations.

Author's house of compliance (Refer Figure 15) is a comprehensive list of information

security related laws/regulations, standards, frameworks and best practices.



Laws/Regulations

-Clinger-Cohen Act
-Computer Security Act
of 1987
COPPA
DCID 6/3 Manual

*DoD 5200.1-R
*E-Government Act of
2002

FACTA
*FDA-21C.F.R. Part 11
*FERC Cyber Security
:FERPA
GISRA

*Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
*HIPAA
*Homeland Security
Presidential Directive
*NERC Cyber Security
*Office of Management
and Budget Circular No.
A-130
*Sarbanes-OxleyActof
2002
*SB 1386
*SEC Rule 17a

-Enterprise Goals
-Business and User Information Security. Needs

Standards

-ISF-The Standard
of Good Practice
ISO 27000 series

'ISO/IEC 15408
eISO/IEC 21827
ISO/IEC 18028

-ISO/IEC TR 18044
*NIST 800 series
-PCI DSS/

PCI PTS/PA-DSS
-SysTrust /WebTrust

Frameworks

&COBIT
'COSO

ISM3
ISATRP
ISECOM-SOMA

*OCTAVE
-OSSTMM
*SSE-CMM

Best Practices

*ISSA-GAISP
FFIEC-IS

handbook
-IBM PRM for IT

-ITUP

*MOF
-OWASP -ASVS

Information Security Compliance

Figure 15: House of Compliance

(Refer abbreviations towards the beginning of this thesis document)

Organizations should abide by applicable laws/legislations and follow relevant standards,

frameworks and best practices. Some of the benefits of following standards, frameworks and best

practices are as follows:

" It is more reassuring for stakeholders when standards are followed coupled with proven

frameworks and industry tested best practices

e Alignment of information security goals with overall enterprise goals.

* Increased level of information security awareness and coordination among employees

thereby reinforcing overall information security.

" Improved quality of overall information security management

" Improved traceability and record keeping

Implementation of house of compliance should start with thorough understanding of

enterprise goals followed by business and consumer information security needs. Applicable laws

.. ..... ....... ..... .



and regulations must then be identified. Next step is to determine relevant standards, frameworks

and best practices. Implementation should be customized in such a way so that duplication of

effort is prevented. In cases, where more than single law, standard, framework or best practice is

applicable, stricter one should be followed. Idea is to give minimal needed authorization for

access to information. No one should get more access to information than what a job requires.

In the author's framework, CISO or equivalent person is responsible for implementation

house of compliance. Remainder of author's framework should be followed after conforming to

house of compliance.

3.3 Policy and Procedures

Clear communication is a key element of successful business operation. To facilitate

clear information security management, an enterprise information security policy document

should be put in place and employees made familiar with its content.

Drivers:

Information security policy and procedures should be developed after a thorough analysis

of the business domain and enterprise business strategy. CISO or equivalent person should

develop a comprehensive list of information security concerns by studying business domain and

specific business model which his or her organization uses. Depending on type of business,

certain information security practices must be put in place which would go into information

security policy document. An organization's own business strategy and their tolerance level

towards certain information security concerns may influence policy document as well.

House of compliance is the next driver for information security policy and procedures.

Certain laws and regulations require organizations to have an explicit information security policy

document. Similarly certain standards may require such a policy as well. Applicable laws,

regulations, standards and frameworks may provide guidelines as to what should go into an

information security policy document.



Figure 16: Enterprise Information Security Policy Drivers

CISO or equivalent person should develop a clear picture of current and emerging threats

to information termed as information threat landscape [Refer Figure 17]. These include but not

limited to physical attack, natural disaster, human error, denial of service, man in the middle,

virus/malware, phishing, identity theft, social engineering, and cyber warfare. Some of the

information threats may be of greater concern to an organization than others. Information

security policy document must be written to address broad range of information threats. It covers

a broad base. Enterprise information security policy document may refer a reader to other

documents which cover specialized areas in greater depth.

There are contractual requirements and obligations which require an organization to take

certain steps towards securing client information. These considerations drive need for

information security policy and also the content of the document. A particular highlight of the

policy document is prevention measures. Prevention is a key driver for the policy document

because at an enterprise level it is helpful to make employees aware of certain key practices that

can prevent potential damage. Similarly, steps that should be taken after an information security

breach occurred are captured under recovery. Employees should plan ahead and take certain

required steps to ensure recovery as well as facilitate forensics.



Other
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Figure 17: Information Threat Landscape

Management expectations are a key driver for the policy document because through the

help of one all encompassing document, they are able to convey their stand and preferences to all

readers as well as show organizational commitment towards information security.

Finally, stakeholders, users and customers may want to ensure that their information is

secured. This document proves that organizations understand information security concerns and

have planned ahead for prevention and recovery measures.

Policy Content:

Policy must contain policy statement and scope. It should cover the physical as well as

logical information security requirements, discussion on how frequently backups should be

taken, precautions when setting up a new system or infrastructure resource, maintenance

frequency, information system upgrade, retirement and replacement guidelines, required and

recommended password strength, frequency of information security patch, comprehensive risk

assessment, moral and ethical guidelines for employees, communication requirements in case of

security breach (who needs to be informed, when and how), acceptable use of internet, email,

instant messaging software, caution on downloading information from the internet,



consequences of information security policy violation, and policy revision timeline

(monthly/quarterly/semi-annually/annually). Information security policy document must be

updated periodically and employees need to be informed whenever an update is made.

Following sources of information can be taken for writing information security policy (based on

drivers):

* Review of type of business, enterprise business strategy and information security

concerns.

. Review of current and future security requirements

" Review of applicable laws, regulation, standards, frameworks and best practices (i.e.

house of compliance)

* Review of contractual requirements and obligations

" Review of prevention and mitigation strategy. It could be department specific before a

policy at enterprise level is put in place.

" Review of existing / planned recovery procedures

" Understanding of management expectations

" Interviewing stakeholders, users and customers (where possible) and taking their

concerns into account

e Review of any existing information security policy or documentation

Procedures:

This covers a wide range of activities. Some of the procedural activities are as follows:

" Regular backups for all information stores (electronic storage or otherwise)

" Regular testing of recovery steps including testing of recovery from information storage

devices such as tapes or external hard drives.

" Internal and external communication in case of security breach

" Setting up a contact channel for reporting security breach such as email, phone or online

form

" Information security considerations when buying new products or services



" Disposal methods of electronic or other devices including disposal of devices such as

hard drives or tapes

* Security coverage of common printer, photocopier, scanner or fax area

* Blocking access to certain types of websites, monitoring incoming or outgoing electronic

messages such via email, scanning downloads as well as email attachments for potential

threats

* Recurring procedure review and updates

* Employee awareness when procedures are updated

3.4 Risk Management

There are a broad range of definitions available for risk management. One such definition

from National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is as follows:

"Risk Management is the total process of identifying, controlling, and mitigating information

system-related risks. It includes risk assessment; cost-benefit analysis; and the selection,

implementation, test, and security evaluation of safeguards. This overall system security review

considers both effectiveness and efficiency, including impact on the mission and constraints due

to policy, regulations, and laws." [NIST Special Publication 800-30, p54]

Similar to risk management, there are a broad range of definitions available for risk

assessment which differ in approach (qualitative versus quantitative) and scope. Estimation of

risks to information assets and ways to mitigate them remain the ultimate objective irrespective

of any approach taken. Below is one such definition for risk assessment from National Institute

of Standards and Technology (NIST):

"Risk assessment is the process of identifying the risks to system security and determining the

probability of occurrence, the resulting impact, and additional safeguards that would mitigate this

impact." [NIST Special Publication 800-30, p54 ]

Numerous processes are available to help organizations with risk management. Below is

a generic process which has steps commonly found in most processes. However, author's risk

management process stresses a holistic picture with clear understanding of the context and house

of compliance.
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Figure 18: Generic Information Security Risk Management Process

e Step 1:

First step towards a holistic risk management is to understand the overall context which

includes enterprise and information security management objectives. Any process which we put

in place to facilitate information security management must be aligned towards corporate goals.

Different laws, regulations, frameworks and best practices may already have a risk assessment

process. When complying with any of them, it is important to understand appropriate applicable

risk management process before selecting an approach.

* Step 2:

Once we have a holistic picture, we need to drill down to writing our own or selecting an

appropriate definition of risk assessment. This definition would bring a common understanding

among all stakeholders and would go into employee training program. As discussed earlier,

different laws, regulations, frameworks and best practices may already have a risk assessment

process. It would be cost and effort saving exercise to come up with common risk assessment

steps/phases. Once, we have common steps, additional customized steps/phases could be added

to meet specific business needs.



e Step 3:

Similar to any other project plan, clearly defined scope would help set the stakeholder

expectations. Risk assessment could be carried out at an enterprise level or at department,

division, regional or business unit level. Hence, system boundary is another area which should be

agreed upon with stakeholders. Another important decision is whether to follow quantitative or

qualitative approach.

Strengths of quantitative approach include easy to understand formulation, easy to

justify/explain, useful for cost benefit analysis, useful for budgeting or any other statistical

analysis. Weaknesses include significant work effort in determining probabilities, difficulty in

convincing some managers, and possibility of a significant error in estimating probabilities

leading to unreliable result. [Landoll, 2006]

Qualitative approach involves subjective assessment of security risks to information

assets using terminology such as most likely-likely- unlikely or high-medium-low. Advantages

include, easy implementation, relatively easy to get needed data, and most managers can easily

understand both approach as well as results. Disadvantages include inability to convince

managers who believe in absolute numbers, and challenges around estimating progress. For

example, due to risk mitigation effort, risk is reduced from most likely to likely. This

improvement is questionable and difficult to convince mangers of accuracy about the approach

and results. [Landoll, 2006]

e Step 4:

Within system boundary a comprehensive list of information assets should be prepared.

Organizations may choose to classify information assets into categories or levels which could be

project specific. Asset owners should be identified. Through discussion or documentation, more

details needs to be ascertained such as information asset description, and where, when, how and

why information asset is used.

* Step 5:

After we have a good understanding of an information asset, we need to determine value of

asset from organization's perspective. Any potential threats needs to be assessed and



vulnerability needs to be determined. Many organizations already have safeguards in place for

certain assets. Comprehensive understanding of current safeguards helps in assessing probability

of information compromise. After understanding current safety, probability of successful attack

could be estimated.

e Step 6:

Analysis of information gathered should be conducted next. Using previously agreed

qualitative or quantitative approach, risk calculations, discussions and observations should be

made.

e Step 7:

After estimating risk associated with different assets, a risk mitigation plan should be put

in place. This is dependent on how much risk an organization is willing to take for different

assets as well as budget and schedule (i.e. time needed to put safeguards in place). Plan should

focus on safeguards involving people, processes or technology. People safeguard may include

complete background check of personnel, and continuous upgrade of technical skills as well as

general awareness of staff. Process safeguard may include better documentation, implementation

of well known and established standards, frameworks, and best practices. Technology safeguard

may include using latest information security products and services such as better user

authentication and authorization products which include logging every activity of a user in

software electronic transaction. For budget, cost benefit analysis must be done for selecting an

appropriate cost effective safeguard.

e Step 8:

Finally, an executive summary should be created highlighting areas which needs

management attention. Management usually prefers graphical presentation with concise

statements describing the approach, observations and results coupled with suggested solution.

Summary and recommendations should be sent for management review through CISO or

equivalent person.



e Step 9:

After management's approval, recommendations should be implemented. Risks should

be assessed frequently depending on the type of business, overall business goals and information

security objectives.

3.5 Employee awareness and training

Employee training and awareness is just as critical as putting any technological

information threat protection solution in place such as computer software or hardware. There are

numerous ways through which employees can give away information either knowingly or

unknowingly. Employees must be made aware on a regular basis about the enterprise

information security policy, common knowledge procedures (for example, informing promptly

whenever some suspicious activity is observed) and what Rothke (2005) calls, "20 things that

every employee should know" 3 and these include the following:

"Beware of phishing and spyware, Protect your identity, Be responsible and be aware,

Choose your password wisely, Practice safe access, Protect your work outside the office, Reduce

email risks, Suspect e-mail hoaxes, Work wisely with the web, Avoid internet dangers, Master

instant messaging, Use firewalls and patches, Use PDAs safely, Backup and secure data, Manage

data wisely, Secure your workspace, Beware of social engineers, Use corporate resources only

for work, Call the experts when things go wrong, Keep things in context" (Rothke (2005)).

In addition, employees should be made aware of threats from portable information

storage devices such as external hard drives. Employees should understand internet browser

privacy settings.

There are several excellent resources available to help organizations get started with a

formal employee awareness and training program. For example, NIST Special Publication 800-

16 -"Information Technology Security Training Requirements: A Role- and Performance-Based

Model" and NIST Special Publication 800-50- "Building an Information Technology Security

13 Rothke, Ben (2005), Computer Security: 20 Things Every Employee Should Know (Paperback),
McGraw-Hill Professional Education (ISBN-10: 0072262826, ISBN-13: 978-0072262827)



Awareness and Training Program" are two excellent resources. These standards stress that

learning is a three stage continuous process. In the first stage is "awareness" which is applicable

to everyone in an organization. Next stage is "training" which is more restricted to people

responsible for information systems. Final stage is "education" where formal education in

specialized area is more relevant (Refer Figure 19).
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Figure 19: Information Technology Security Learning Continuum

(Source: NIST Special Publication 800-16, p22)

Employees who are directly responsible for maintaining information systems should be

trained in house of compliance so that they fully understand the legal aspect of their job

responsibility in addition to standards, frameworks and best practices.

In summary, employee awareness and training is utmost important for overall information

security in an organization. There are several structured approaches available which an

organization can leverage to implement a comprehensive information security awareness and

training program.



3.6 Personnel Security

According to the Washington Post article titled "Data Theft Common By Departing

Employees" 14 dated February 26, 2009, Ponemon Institute reported that more than half (nearly

60%) of employees who are let go or quit on their own are involved in information theft. Of

these, 79%14 were aware that they are not authorized to take organizational information with

them when leaving. This brings an important aspect of information security management.

Training and awareness may not be sufficient to prevent information security breach.

Organization must take extra measures to facilitate information security. This brings us to -

Personnel Security.

Below is a checklist which organizations could customize for their own specific needs:

" Use of identification methods such as identity cards, retina scan, numeric lock and key etc.

" Perform a complete background check before hiring. This includes full/part time employees,

contractors and other temporary workers. Essentially, anyone who works for an organization

irrespective of the duration should be checked.

* Appropriate system access to all employees and contractors at all times. No one should have

access to system, resource or facility which he or she does not need.

* Electronic surveillance of facility

* Internal and external audits for all system access

* Individual physical, mental and psychological assessment must be made prior to hiring. This

may be more applicable to high stress jobs such as military personnel in a war zone.

" Individuals must be required to report any change to their security clearance level or any

constraint which limit them to perform the job.

* For information systems such as computer hardware and software, monitoring should include

logging and complete traceability of who accessed the system, when and what was done.

" Employee/contractors must be made aware of the consequences of information theft.

" Employees should be asked to report any suspicious activities. Peer vigilance is critical.

14 Washington Post, "Data Theft Common By Departing Employees", World Wide Web, Retrieved on
June 26, 2010 from

htt: x// www.washin tonnost.coi/wo-dvn/content/artilc"2009/02/26/AR2009022601 821 .itml



However, organizations should note that other laws and regulations such as individual privacy

laws might be applicable here because organizations cannot carry out background checks on an

individual for employment reasons without prior written consent of the applicant.

3.7 Physical Security

Physical security is a critical component of over all information security. If physical

security is compromised, everything else falls apart really quickly. For example, if an intruder

physically gets into a computer server room and simply disconnects a server from its power

supply, it has the potential to bring down customer facing internet website or bring down several

critical software applications. There are several sources of physical threats. Physical threat can

come from nature. For example, earthquake, lightening, flood, storms etc. Physical threat can

come from human side in the form of theft, actual physical attack, vandalism, mistakes etc. Other

sources of physical threat could be structural failure due to old infrastructure, power outage etc.

Figure 20 (on next page) shows the physical threats to Information assets.

Companies can save a great deal of effort by implementing physical security such as outlined below:

Protection against natural disaster:

Companies can make careful building/office area selection by selecting areas with less probability

of natural disasters. Office buildings can be built with some earthquake resistance. Office space elevation

could be higher than surrounding to protect against floods. Lightening conductors can be installed on

building for grounding lightening. Buildings can be constructed in such a way as to have dedicated area

within buildings for protection against hurricane. As is clear, management must make decisions for

protection against natural disaster very early on. Its significance could vary based on type of business and

type of work which is planned for the new facility.

Controls for human factors:

Controls include badge and identity cards, alarms, video monitoring and motion sensors,

biometrics, barriers and doors, door locks, fencing, fortification, physical security personnel,

proper lighting within and outside buildings. Note that video monitoring is not sufficient by itself

as it requires security personnel to keep an eye on the monitors. There are smart software based

video monitoring solutions available now-a-days that can analyze real time video and alert



security personnel when a suspicious activity is happening. Physical access to all information

devices such as routers and other network devices, physical servers etc. should be restricted.
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Figure 20: Physical Threats to Information Assets

Protection against other threats:

Management needs to put a comprehensive plan for building or facility specific threats

such as building fire, water system damage, power outage due to internal/extemal reasons, and

building maintenance.

It may be helpful for organizations to have documented plan for protection against natural,

physical or other threats. A checklist containing areas which should be inspected frequently

should be maintained by staff responsible for overall physical security and shared with

department heads and employees. Employees should be encouraged to report any suspicious

activity anywhere inside or in the immediate vicinity of the office space.

3.8 Network Security

Computer network is the backbone of information in most enterprises these days. CISO

or equivalent should put special policy in place or create a clear section in the enterprise

information security policy giving details of different roles and responsibilities of different

network security personnel. For external suppliers, vendors and contractors who need access to



the network, a special agreement must be put in place so that all the parties involved clearly

understand their roles, responsibilities and repercussions. Make sure that network administrator

is well trained and caught up with the latest in network security threats and protection.

Once we have policy in place, a detailed analysis of existing network or planning for a

new network must be done. This should help in taking appropriate protection measure at

different point in the network. Below could be used as a checklist:

" Access to all physical network devices such as routers and switches must be secured.

Only a limited number of persons should have access to secured area where network

devices are physically located. Physically securing the network devices lays down the

foundation for network security.

" Software patches must be applied regularly as recommended by their vendors.

" Passwords for all network devices must be managed with utmost care. High strength

passwords must be used. Network administrators should be aware or made aware of the

best practices in password management. Generally high strength password is a mix of

uppercase and lowercase letters along with numbers and other characters, and more than

8 characters long. Administrators or other network personnel should never write down a

password and never share it with other co-workers.

* All system default passwords must be changed to strong passwords with periodic

password change

* Some organizations may allow their employees ability to access network devices from a

remote place such as employee home. Remote access to a critical infrastructure such as

network device must be authorized for a very limited number of persons only.

" Legal notice must be put upfront when logged into a network resource clearly stating that

unauthorized access is not allowed and any such access would be investigated to the

fullest extent.

" Administrators should set a timeout for a given session. For example, when there is no

activity during a session for more than 5 minutes that session should automatically close.

* If any service is not needed, it should be stopped. Nothing should be running on any

device which is not required.



* No electronic communication should occur in clear text. All electronic communication

must be encrypted. Keys to encryption algorithm must be changed regularly just as we

change passwords and key must be stored in a secure place.

* Access to network devices should be logged (both successful and unsuccessful attempts

to login) so that organization knows who accessed it a particular device, when was it

accessed, and what was done.

* Network security is an area where management can take professional expert help by

using the services of well established companies in this area.

* Network can be segmented into logical sub-networks as per business needs.

" Continuous system monitoring and maintenance of audit trails.

" User (employee/contractor) education plays a vital role in network security

3.9 Software Security

Software security is another critical component of effective enterprise information

security management. Software security must be a planned forethought rather than an

afterthought. Software development life cycle popularly known as SDLC usually consists of

following steps:

" Requirements gathering: Includes meeting with sponsor department or organization and

capturing their needs in plain English. This is mostly done by project managers who may

or may not be technical.

" Analysis: Usually done by experienced technical professionals who perform requirement

analysis. They may go back to project manager to ask for revisions from the project

sponsors. Requirements are frozen after the analysis phase so that technical design could

be done. Sometimes technical professionals may create a quick prototype for proof of

concept.

" Design: Usually done by same experienced professionals who did the analysis. This step

involves selecting appropriate programming language, database, and other



software/hardware. This is followed by detailed architecture diagram to show how

everything functions individually and together. Use cases are drawn to show the

functioning of individual components. Sometimes, pseudo code is written describing

programming logic in plain English. Pseudo code is meant for programmers and not for

machine interpretation.

* Development: This step is mostly done by programmers who are familiar or well versed

with a certain programming language or technology. It usually consists of actual coding,

database creation etc. At the end of this step, we have a fully functional product ready for

testing.

* Testing: This step is usually conducted by a team of testers who were not involved with

coding the software product. This allows an independent look into the functionality

provided by product under development. Usually, testers independently look into the

requirements, analysis and design documents and come up with test cases. When bugs

are found, they are reported to the development team that fixes them and submits the

functionality for retesting.

* Implementation: This step consists of delivering the product to its intended users.

Management plays a key role in estimating when product should be released.

* Maintenance: A team is maintained for supporting a software product. This team fixes

any bugs that may come up. New enhancements that users may need are also developed

by the maintenance team.

As we saw above, in common practice software security is not emphasized in

software development life cycle. We need software applications to have built in

appropriate level of security. In real life, documented business functionality takes

precedence over non documented security needs. In order to build secure software

applications, we need to modify software development life cycle so that security needs

are considered at every stage.



There are many business benefits of incorporating security into software

development life cycle which includes cost benefits and brand value retention. Cost of

retrofitting security into software because of reported bugs either at testing stage or after

implementation would be significantly higher as compared to building security into

software application right from the user requirements stage. In addition, reported

application security breach can cause big damage to an organization which may affect

sale of other products as well. OWASP very nicely puts it as follows:

"If security vulnerabilities built into your applications' source code survive into

production, they can become corporate liabilities with broad and severe business impact

on your organization. In view of the consequences of exploited security vulnerabilities,

there is no reasonable alternative to using best practices of application security as early as

possible in - and throughout - your software development lifecycle.""5

Protecting the network by putting firewalls, deploying intrusion detection and

protection systems, using latest anti-virus software etc. may not be sufficient to prevent

information security breach because hackers may exploit vulnerabilities in the software

application itself OWASP in its 2010 edition came up with top 10 software web

applications vulnerabilities as shown in the Figure 21.
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"5 Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), CLASP Best Practice, World Wide Web, Retrieved
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As discussed earlier, software vulnerabilities such as shown in Figure 21 must be handled

in the code when writing software. Hence, we should look into modifying our software

development life cycle to incorporate security considerations at various stages. One such

modified software development life cycle is shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: SDLC with security considerations (Source: McGraw, 2004)

"Software security best practices applied to various software artifacts. Although the artifacts are laid out according

to a traditional waterfall model in this illustration, most organizations follow an iterative approach today, which

means that best practices will be cycled through more than once as the software evolves." (Source: McGraw, 2004)

In summary, organizations can modify their own custom SDLC to incorporate software

application security at every stage. It is imperative that software security should be considered as

seriously as personnel, network , or physical security. CISO or equivalent person can highlight

this in the enterprise information security policy document. As discussed earlier, considering

software security requirements at an early stage in the development cycle would bring monetary

as well as non-monetary benefits to the organization.

3.10 Identity Management and Access control

Identity management and access control have been implemented in some form or the

other since the beginning of computing. It deals with establishing the identity of a person or

process trying to access a secured resource (for example, file system, database, email account

etc.). Once a person or process is successfully identified, system needs to determine what

authenticated user can do within the system. This is called access control or authorization. For

example, a user X has "read" only access to a database server whereas user Y has CRUD

(Create, Read, Update and Delete) privileges. When user X successfully authenticates to the

database system and tries to delete data, user X will get permission denied message. On the other



hand, when user Y tries to delete data after successful authentication, he or she would be able to

do so.

There are several solutions available in the market which companies can use to meet their

needs. CISO or equivalent person should come up with objectives and deliverables for identity

management and access control based on business drivers. Key components of identity

management and access control are shown in Figure 23.

e User information repository:

It is useful to have a centralized data store for storing user profile information such as

name, address, designation, contact phone numbers etc. and authentication information which in

most cases is password information. Additionally, access control information such as roles,

permissions, and access control lists could be centrally stored as well. Choice of data stores may

include but not limited to relational, object or LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)

stores.

Authorization Policy

AccountAuthenticationj
management

User Identity
information Management and Audit trail
repository i Access Control

Figure 23: Key components of identity management and access control

e Authentication:

There are several authentication methods available such as username/password,

biometrics, personal identification number, smart cards, digital certificates, and digital



signatures. Depending on user needs, available user interface options and overall business

drivers, company can decide on authentication method. One or more authentication method

could be used. Widely used authentication protocols include Secure Socket Layer (SSL) which is

a secure method for communicating over TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) connections

especially HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) connections. IP Sec is another authentication

protocol. It secures the Internet Protocol (IP) communications by making use of cryptographic

security services. Secure Shell (SSH) is an authentication protocol proving remote login in a

secure way. Kerberos developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology is yet another

authentication protocol. Kerberos is used for verifying the user identity. There are products

available in the market for single sign-on (SSO) which allows users to provide credentials (such

as username/password) one time only and save user effort in signing on multiple times.

* Authorization:

Authorization is what user can do after successful authentication. Within an application

user may be able to do (update / delete) or see (read) certain things. For example, user may be

able to view certain information and not able to edit it. Role Based Access Control (RBAC) is a

common authorization model. Enterprise wide application based roles could be created and

appropriate users can be assigned to those roles.

e Policy:

Businesses can follow a policy of least privilege. The idea is to give access to secured

resources to those who need it to fulfill their job needs and no more.

e Account management:

It is useful to have a single user interface to manage requests for new accounts, account

changes and account removals. Depending on business needs, account management system can

be real time or batch process based.



e Audit trail:

For compliance needs as well as for non-repudiation, all user activities must be logged in

a database or file system and audit trail should be maintained for certain number of years

depending on legal requirements.

3.11 Information Operations Management

Due to rapid change in technologies these days, organizations that can leverage these

technologies to meet enterprise business needs would flourish. Information security personnel

must keep up with the fast pace of ever evolving threat and protection technologies.

Organizations should have a flexible design in order to effectively bring in latest information

security technologies and retire the existing ones. Key components of a flexible information

operations management include asset acquisition and inventory management, change

management, backup and recovery, asset retirement and disposal as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Key components of information operations management



Asset acquisition and inventory management:

An organization should keep a centralized repository of all information assets and license

information. Most software applications come with authorized number of users or per user

license basis. Sometimes software can be purchased on afloating license basis which allows

multiple users to share use of an application. A list of preferred software vendors can be

maintained and updated on a regular basis.

Change Management:

A clear change management methodology should be implemented. Roles and

responsibilities of persons performing the change management should be clearly defined.

Separation of software application environments (For example, development, test and

production) should be made so as to minimize impact on an unrelated software application.

Failover and rollback procedures should be planned ahead. Review process should be put in

place for accepting any system upgrades.

Backup and recovery:

Regular backups of data (especially production data) should be made. A process

(preferably automatic) can be put in place to test the quality of backups. Sometimes in case of a

failure, recovery data may not work. For example, data backup may be taken on a tape. But tape

may not work at the time of recovery. It is important to verify that backups work. Recovery

procedures should be planned ahead for each and every software application.

Asset retirement and disposal:

All form of information stores (tapes, hard drives, CDs etc.) should be disposed of in a

safe way. NIST Special Publication 800-88 ("Guidelines for Media Sanitation") explains the

roles and responsibilities of persons involved, decision making process and sanitization

techniques. However, the organization may come up with their custom techniques for data

storage disposal.



3.12 Assurance and Evaluation

From an information security perspective, assurance deals with checking whether

information system would work in a secure way by calculating probability of information

security breach in the system. Organizations may set an assurance goal based on their enterprise

information security objectives. On the other hand, evaluation is the process of establishing

(through documentary or technological methodology) whether an information system meets

information security assurance goals set by an organization.

Assurance:

Depending on type of business, this can be either a continuous process or a one-time

effort. There are few options available for assurance.

" First one is rigorous testing. A series of security testing can be performed which can

check for implementation flaws such as buffer overflow, SQL injection, command

injection etc. Testers have choice to either conduct a white box testing or black box

testing. White box test cases are written after thoroughly reviewing all available product

documentation as well as the software program source code (for software testing). Black

box test cases are written without going through any product documentation or software

program source code (for software testing).

* Second approach is the review of implemented architecture. The architecture review can

bring forth possible flaws by critically looking at all available options that laid the design

foundation.

" Third option is to review the team and individual programmers who coded the software

application.

* Finally, there are some standards that can help bring process improvement. For example,

ISO/IEC 15408 is a helpful standard for organizations to consider when considering

implementing information security assurance and evaluation. CMMI (Capability Maturity

Model Integration) covers product and service development, service establishment,

management, and delivery, and product and service acquisition. ISO 9001 is another

standard which emphasizes proper documentation of complete software development

lifecycle (SDLC).



Reliability based calculations are becoming important part of assurance process.

Anderson (2008) mentions that Poisson distribution is a great approximation for coming

up with a probabilistic estimate that a problem with code is not caught after certain

number of tests as shown below:

p = e ~k [Anderson (2008)]

where, p = probability that problem with code is NOT caught

t number of tests.

X = depends on feasible test data sets for conducting tests

As mentioned earlier, organization may set a target for acceptable assurance.

Evaluation:

Key driver for evaluation is to build confidence among stakeholders that product does

meet minimum acceptable assurance criteria. ISO/IEC 15408 is a helpful standard for

organizations to consider when considering information security assurance and evaluation

implementation. ISO/IEC 15408 does not cover areas which require certain specific skills or not

closely related to computer security. Various countries may have their own evaluation standard

as well. Organizations should select appropriate applicable standard.

In summary, there are many assurance and evaluation methods that organizations can

leverage. However, effort should be made to avoid making every process overly bureaucratic.

Organizations would gradually learn which processes are more suited to their particular

environment and culture. This would lead to eventual benefit from assurance and evaluation

standards.

3.13 Incident Management

Due to ever changing threat landscape, no matter how many defenses we put in place, we

should always be ready to manage information security breach whenever it happens. CISO or



equivalent person should create a comprehensive information security incident management plan

and put together a team responsible for action whenever needed. Standard such as ISO/IEC TR

18044:2004 could be used by organizations to implement comprehensive information security

incident management plan.

Figure 25 shows a custom information security incident management plan. Organizations

could either use an existing standard or create one of their own depending on legal requirements

and enterprise objectives.

When an information security incident occurs, measures taken so far such as employee

awareness, personnel security, physical security, network security, and software security should

be able to detect the incident. Incident could be reported directly by external users who call

organization customer service telephone number or send an email to customer support team.

CISO or equivalent person should have a core team in place to look into the incidents. They may

not fix the problem themselves but knowledge of incidents helps them to improve defenses as

well as inform senior management on a regular basis. This core team has two sides to look into

for each incident. One is external management and the other is internal management.

External management deals with legal and regulatory side as well as requirements put in

place by adopted standards, frameworks and best practices (i.e. house of compliance). Another

part of external management is to communicate with stakeholders such as shareholders, business

partners or consumers. Organization must have clear policy in place for efficiently managing its

reputation after an incident happens. External management is mostly the responsibility of CISO

or core incident management team who work closely with CIO. CIO works with CEO and

strategy group to communicate with external stakeholders.

Internal management includes putting a framework in place for who will actually work

on the problem. Depending on the size of the organization, this could be done in multiple ways.

One way is to create different levels. Incident is first handled by first level team. Depending on

complexity and other factors, level one team may refer to next higher level team. Usually bigger

organizations prefer to go this way. Smaller organizations may have one expert person handling

all kinds of incidents. Usually organizations have a software product to record the incident and



create an incident ticket number for tracking purpose. Assigned person or team should respond to

the incident and escalate appropriately to next level.

Information
Security Incident

Detection

CISO -
IS Incident

ExternaI Mat Management

House ofgn House of
Compliance needs Compliance needs

Communication
with external Escalation and
stakeholders Documentation Communication

and Logging with management

Reputation
Management Pr

Lessons
learned

Figure 25: Custom Information Security Incident Management Plan

Complete documentation of every incident should be done for better forensics and future

planning. Where possible (for example, in electronic transactions) log should be captured of the

time window in which incident occurred as well as all the work that was done to fix the problem.

Technical person should describe in plain words (as much as possible) what the problem was and

what fix was put in. Technical person who worked on the problem should have a placeholder for

putting in recommendations on prevention of similar incident in the future.



Internally, due to house of compliance needs, organizations may perform certain

procedural tasks such as comprehensive documentation, audit trail and communication.

Depending on the severity of the problem, person or team working on the incident should inform

their management about the incident. For example, database table containing customer

information was truncated. This could essentially imply that customers are no longer able to

access their information online. Person or team working on the incident may be quickly able to

restore the customer information database table. However, incident response person or team

should know that for such a critical incident, senior management must be informed. Hence,

CISO or equivalent person must come up with clear guidelines on when and how to escalate an

incident and inform senior management.

Finally, as part of internal management, core information security incident management

team should review all the incidents in comprehensive detail including incident description,

impact analysis, symptoms, diagnostics, action taken, and prevention recommendations. This

should be done at a pre-established frequency (for example, once a month or quarterly). Lessons

learned provide a great input for improving information security management process and

infrastructure thereby leading to better protection.

In summary, organizations should approach information security incident management

from compliance, technological, management, and learning perspective. A sound incident

management plan would go a long way in keeping organization reputation intact and not lose

business due to an incident.

3.14 Future Planning

In the fast changing information security domain, we should always be on the lookout for

potential new threats. Just as with everything else so far, a careful planning and comprehensive

approach is needed for information security future planning as well. Below are key the

components for an effective information security future planning at an enterprise level.
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Figure 26: Key components of Information Security Future Planning

CISO -Responsible person or team

CISO or equivalent person should put a person or a team responsible for future planning

of overall information security. CISO should work closely with CIO and various department

heads so that a comprehensive information security future planning could be done with everyone

on board. CISO would need information from various departments on what new products or

services they are planning to buy or currently evaluating for future use. CIO could act as a liaison

between CISO and various department heads. Future planning is a continuous process because

departments are always working on something new or improving the existing products and

services. However, CISO or equivalent person may create an annual future planning report. In

the report, all components of EISMF may be covered (discussed later).

Evolving threats

This involves study of constantly emerging new threats in the information security

domain. They may not be currently applicable to the organization. However, they may help from

a learning perspective as well as potential to modify existing defenses. This study could include

geographic location specific emerging threats (for example, possibility of flooding), technology

specific threats (for example, information security concerns over cloud computing), and regional

threats (for example, civil problems such as riots etc.). Also, one emerging threat could pose a

threat from multiple perspectives. For example, a potential threat to a building could not only



pose a threat to physical security personnel but also to employees and computer hardware

devices. Organization must ensure that information security threat landscape is always up-to-

date.

Evaluate potential new products and services

Organizations use new products and services all the time. Existing products and services

could be modified to meet new requirements. All of these activities bring potential new risks to

information security. It is highly recommended that information security threats from these

products and services should be analyzed preferably before making a purchase. Most products

and services come with a trial period. During the trial period, comprehensive information

security assessment should be done.

Evolving Information Security solutions

Organizations need to keep up with the latest emerging information security solutions.

This helps from two perspectives. Firstly, these solutions may help in learning more about

emerging threats. Secondly, organizations may consider these solutions for a future purchase.

Therefore, it helps in future cost planning and technical environment planning.

Evaluate and Update each component of this (i.e. EISMF)framework

Organizations should consider evaluating and updating their information security

management approach periodically (for example, annually). This involves going through each

component of EISMF.

" Organizational Structure: Each year, an assessment should be done whether organization

needs an organizational structure change. For example, they may need additional

personnel for information security management.

" House of compliance: There may be modifications to the existing laws and regulations.

New standards, frameworks or best practices may be coming. House of compliance needs

to be revisited each year. However, for legal compliance, organizations should act

promptly and not wait for yearly cycle.



" Policy and Procedures: Enterprise information security policy must be current. It should

reflect lessons learned, drop whatever is no longer a threat, and accommodate new

threats. Procedures should be updated as well.

" Risk Management: As new threats emerge from adoption of new products or services, or

from technological advances made in the underworld economy, organizations must assess

risks all the time. New methods, products or services may emerge for performing risk

assessment. It is imperative to keep assessed risks current.

" Employee awareness and training: Employees must be educated about emerging threats

and what they can do to prevent information security breach. Yearly evaluation of

employee training should be done to accommodate new lessons.

" Personnel Security: Personnel security checklist should be updated annually.

" Physical Security: Physical threat landscape should be evaluated for possible future

threats.

" Network Security: This is key area because network threats are varying very rapidly.

Hence, network security must be analyzed for possible future upgrades.

* Software Security: This is constantly changing area as well. Key threats keep emerging.

New frameworks may emerge for incorporating information security into software

development life cycle. Organizations should let their software architects plan for future

in this area.

" Identity Management and Access control: This is an exciting area where new products

and services are brought in for organization to manage identity and access control. CISO



or equivalent person should consider looking into details for future use of a new product

or service.

* Information Operations Management: This is a big area. Organization should evaluate

changes in the future for all components- Asset acquisition and inventory management,

Change Management, Backup and recovery, Asset retirement and disposal.

" Assurance and Evaluation: If an organization is using ISO/IEC 15408, then any

modifications or revisions to the standard should be considered. Organizations may look

for possible custom extension to the current standard.

" Incident Management: If ISO/IEC TR 18044:2004 is being used in an organization, then

upcoming changes to the standard should be evaluated for budget and planning purpose.

Any custom extensions to the standard or custom framework should be evaluated for

future changes as well.

" Future Planning: Dedicated time should be allocated by CISO or equivalent person for

future planning of overall information security management.

In the next chapter, we use the discussion so far to come up with key criteria for each of
the fourteen points in the EISMF and use the criteria to come up with an information
security management maturity level.



CHAPTER 4: Information Security Management Maturity Level based on EISMF

Organizations can use EISMF to get started with information security management.

However, organizations may find it more useful to know where they stand with regards to

information security management. In addition, organizations would want a way to track progress

made in the overall information security management. This brings us to the concept of

information security management maturity level. Based on detailed discussion in Chapter 3, the

author using extensive personal information technology experience came up with key criteria for

each of the fourteen points in EISMF. Author's assumptions and approach for coming up with

information security management maturity level are described below:

* Criteria under each point of EISMF are generic and should be applicable to most

organizations irrespective of the industry, size (revenue or number of employees) and

type of business.

VARIABLE VARIABLES
S.NO EISMF Criterion MaxhnUm Weighted Enterprise Self Actnal Score

Score Maxmum Score Estiation (percentuge [=Weighted Maximum

competion) Score * Enterprise Self
Weight (Maximum Score Estimation (percentage

(iu percentage) Weight) compteden)1

N~OTE: Hyptbtct aa NOTE711,thtetl cal data.
Dm oes t reflect any rent Does aut rettectay rCal
ocmkwoiou. oeganuzation.

Table 4: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - Various Columns

* Each point in the fourteen point EISMF carries a maximum total of one hundred points.

Refer Table 4, column- EISMF for a listing of fourteen points.

e For each of EISMF points, one or more key criterion is listed under column - Criterion

(Refer Table 4). Each of these criteria carries approximately same number of points so

that sum of points for different criteria is one hundred. In Table 4, number of points for

each criterion is given under column -Maximum Score. Note that this is absolute positive

number with no decimals.

" For each criterion weight needs to be assigned by the organization leveraging EISMF.

Weights may vary depending on type of business, size of organization, and geographical



location due to differences in criterion such as regulatory and privacy laws or for other

reasons. CISO or equivalent person and other key stakeholders should discuss relevancy

or applicability of each criterion to their particular business. Weight could be assigned

between 0% and 100%. 0% weight implies not relevant or not applicable to a business.

Whereas, 100% weight implies completely relevant or applicable. Organizations must

carefully come up with weights and should review and update them periodically while

keeping track of what changed and why. Refer Table 4, column- Weight for assigning

weight to each criterion. Weight is captured in percentage.

0 Once, we have weight for each criterion, we calculate weighted maximum score. This is

maximum score considering type of business, size of organization, and geographical

location. In Table 4, column- Weighted Maximum Score is the product of Maximum

Score and Weight rounded to two decimal places.

0 Organizations should make a self assessment as to how far they fulfill or meet a specific

criterion. In Table 4, this is captured under column - Enterprise SelfEstimation

(percentage completion). Percentage should be rounded to nearest value (i.e. no

decimals). Note that author does not recommend any particular method for arriving at

these percentages. Organizations may find it useful to conduct interviews of concerned

personnel and take an average to fill in the percentages. Too much variance in the

percentage value from different interviews should immediately get management's

attention. Management should first resolve those differences and then come up with an

agreed upon percentage value.

e In Table 4, actual score for each criterion is calculated under column - Actual Score.

Actual score for each criteria is calculated as follows:

Actual Score = Weighted Maximum Score * Enterprise Self Estimation (percentage

completion)

Note that actual score is rounded to two decimal places.

0 To compute percentage compliance with EISMF, we sum the Weighted Maximum Score

and Actual Score separately. Percentage compliance is calculated as follows:

Percentage Compliance = [E (Actual Score) / (Weighted Maximum Score)]* 100



" After calculating percentage compliance, information security management maturity

levels are determined as follows

o Level I 0% < Percentage Compliance <= 20%

o Level II : 20% < Percentage Compliance <= 40%

o Level III: 40% < Percentage Compliance <= 60%

o Level IV: 60% < Percentage Compliance <= 80%

o Level V : 80% < Percentage Compliance <= 100%

e Disclaimer: Please note that in Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level

Calculations, data shown under columns - Weight (in percentage) and Enterprise Self

Estimation (percentage completion) is purely hypothetical. It was NOT obtainedfrom any

organization. Any match with any organization is purely coincidental.

Key criteria for each of the fourteen points in EISMF are discussed below.

4.1 Organizational Structure

Organizational structure of many large organizations does have a dedicated C-level

person responsible for information security management. Enterprise Security Group' 6 found

more than half of 22716 large organizations covered in their survey had a CISO. There are clear

cost benefits when CISO is leading data breach effort. Ponemon' 7 Institute found that cost

incurred per breached data record was $157' when CISO (or a similar/equal role) was leading

the data breach response effort. Whereas, cost incurred per breached data record was $2367

when there was no CISO leading the breach response effort. IT Policy Compliance Group' 8

studied 80918 companies looking for effect of "organizational structure and strategy on managing

the value of information and information assets" 1. The study found out that presence of a CISO

16 SC Magazine, Roundup 2006: Do CISOs matter?, Dated December 14, 2006, Retrieved on September
15,2010 from http://www.scmagazineus.com/roundupl-2006-do-cisos-niatter/article/34254/

17 Ponemon Institute, Fifth Annual US Cost of Data Breach, January 2010 - 2009 Annual Study: Cost of a
Data Breach, Page 25, Retrieved on September 15, 2010 from http://www.ponenon.org/data-sCcuritv

18 ISACA, ITpolicycompliance.com (18 February 2010), New Report Shows Benefits of CISOs,
Retrieved on September 16, 2010 from http://www.isaca.org/About-ISACA/Press-room/,News-
Releases/2010/Paaes/ New-Rcport-Shovs-Benefits-of-CISOs.aspx



within an organization results in effective utilization of information property by way of increased

ability to keep existing customer base, decreased information loss, and reduced audit costs'.

Based on above data, it is clear that a top level dedicated person for information security

management would be greatly beneficial to an organization. CISO or equivalent person would

find it extremely valuable to follow key principles for managing overall information security

strategy and innovation. Cusumano (2010) describes six generic principles for effective strategy

and innovation management. These are: "(a) Platforms, Not Just Products (b) Services, Not Just

Products (or Platforms) (c) Capabilities, Not Just Strategy (d) Pull, Don't Just Push (e) Scope,

Not Just Scale (f) Flexibility, Not Just Efficiency" [Cusumano (2010)].

Hence, for organization structure, CISO or equivalent dedicated information security

person is a key criterion. There are no other criteria under organizational structure.

For maturity level calculations, author gives 100 points out of 100 points for having a

dedicated information security management person at a top level. Part time person could be

accommodated by adjusting weight. Author strongly recommends a full time top level person for

information security management. Author's information security maturity level calculation sheet

is shown below (Table 5) covering organizational structure (first point under EISMF).

VARIABLE VARILES
S.NO EISMF Criterion Maximum Weighted Enterprise Self Actual Score

Score Maximum Score Esdmatdon (percentage [-Weighted Maximum
compledon) Score * Ent eprlae Self

Weight (Maximum Score Estimation (percentage
(in percentage) Weight) completion)]

4VT y Jr ttpotetlcal data. ?OTEdHypatbetical data
Does mot reflect antY reat Does aor reflect amy real
Oegaaatio. arganizatio.

1 Organizational Structure CISO or equivalent dedicated 100 100% 100.00 100% 100.00
informatdon security person

Table 5: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - Organizational Structure

As shown in Table 5, for our sample calculation a weight of 100% is given to CISO or

equivalent dedicated information security person. Note that depending on the size of an

organization, weight may vary. For example, for a startup where generally one person wears

74



multiple hats, it may be more practical to choose a percentage much lesser than 100%. Weighted

Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score (=100) and Weight (=100%). For

an enterprise with a CISO or equivalent dedicated information security person, value of

Enterprise Self Estimation would be 100%. Finally, Actual Score is calculated by multiplying

Weighted Maximum Score (=100) and Enterprise Self Estimation (=100%). For our sample, we

get an Actual Score of 100.00.

4.2 House of Compliance
House of compliance comprises of information security related laws and regulations,

standards, frameworks, and industry best practices. In Figure 15 (House of Compliance), one of

the laws is Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 which is "an act to protect investors by improving the

accuracy and reliability of corporate disclosures made pursuant to the securities laws, and for

other purposes"' 9. Financial Executives International (FEI) 20 surveyed 18520 organizations

averaging $4.7 billion20 in yearly revenue and looked for feedback on compliance with Section

404 ("Management assessment of internal controls ",2) of Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002. FEI

found that cost of compliance with Section 404 of Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 (or SOX)

declined over the years as organizations found ways to improve and integrate practices needed

for compliance into their regular work practices. In particular, FEI found that cost of compliance

in the fourth year was less than beginning three years. Other results from FEI survey are shown

in Figure 27. From Figure 27, we learn that through legal compliance organizations do find

improvement in their financial reports both from reliability and accuracy standpoint. From

information security perspective, organizations find sufficient improvements in fraud prevention

as well as detection. Overall investor confidence is improved.

'9 Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002, The Library of Congress (Thomas), World Wide Web, Retrieved on
September 22, 2010 from http://thomas.loc. gov/cgi-bin/query/F?c 107:1:./temp/-c 17T12MvO:eO:

20 FEI Survey, Financial Executives International (FEI), World Wide Web, Retrieved on September 22,
2010 from http:/fei. mediaroom.com/index.php?s=43 &item=204

21 Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002, Section 404, The Library of Congress (Thomas), World Wide Web,
Retrieved on September 22, 2010 from http:/thomas.joc.aov/ cgi-
bin/iucrv/F?c107:1:./tem/- c1O7TI2MvO:eO:
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Figure 27: FEI Survey - Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 Section 404 Compliance (Source: FEI)

In Figure 15 (House of Compliance), one of the information security standards is ISO

27000 series (also called ISO 27k). IsecT Ltd22 , a New Zealand based information security

consulting firm studied "business benefits of ISO27k"23 and found that successful

implementation of ISO27k help organizations to improve system dependability in addition to

improving overall security of information systems. Other benefits found by IsecT Ltd include

increase in number of customers due to increased customer confidence, improved information

security efficiency, better utilization of information systems, and help with meeting legal

requirements. In addition, ISO 27k emphasize clear enterprise wide communication that helps in

building better relationship between management and rest of the employees.

Use of information security frameworks and industry best practices facilitate regulatory

compliance as well as help in implementing standards. Therefore, author has four criteria under

house of compliance each with a Maximum Score of 25 points. Each criterion has equal number

22 ISecT Ltd., World Wide Web, Retrieved on September 22, 2010 from http://www.isect.com/

23 ISO 27001 Security, World Wide Web, Retrieved on September 22, 2010 from
www.iso27001security.covISO27k The business value of ISO27k case studv.pdf



of points because the author would like to emphasize that each of these criterion are equally

important for an organization and CISO (or equivalent person) should ensure all four are

implemented with same level of care and attention to details.

Author's information security maturity level calculation sheet covering house of

compliance (second point under EISMF) is shown in Table 6.

VARIABLE VARIABLES
S.NO EISMF Criterion Maximum Weighted Enterprise Self Actual Score

Score Maximnum Score Estimation (percentage [=Weighted Maximum

completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Weight (Maximum Score Estimation (percentage

(in percentage) Weight) completion)]

NOTE: fHpotbetal tla. NOTE:Hypothetical dais.
Does not relect say real Does not reftect ay real
orgsanization. orgaaintio.

2 House of Compliance Laws/Regulations 25 100% 25.00 100% 25.00
Standards 25 50% 12.50 75% 9.38
Frameworks 25 50% 12.50 50% 6.25
Best Practices 25 100% 25.00 75% 18.75

Table 6: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - House of Compliance

As shown in Table 6, each criterion carries Maximum Score of 25 points. However,

enterprise may weigh each criterion differently as shown in Weight column in Table 6. Weighted

Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight. Enterprise using

EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record this estimation in

Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is calculated by

multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

4.3 Policy and Procedures
Enterprise information security policy and procedures is a clear indicator of an

organizations' seriousness about information security. It is a complex document that requires

both extensive knowledge in information security domain and art of presentation for easy

understanding by all employees and stakeholders. Most government agencies are required by law

(Federal Information Security Management Act- FISMA) to have an official enterprise



information security policy. Public companies complying with Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 are

required to have an official information security policy.

Many government agencies, educational institutions, and other organizations have posted

their information security policy in the public domain to show their seriousness in dealing with

information security. There are free and commercial solutions available for creation and

management of information security policy. For example, SANS (SysAdmin, Audit, Network,

Security) Institute has posted information security policy templates for free on their website.

Commercial custom solutions are available from leading companies such as IBM,

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, and Verizon Business. Many Fortune 500 organizations are using

products and/or services from these established information technology companies so they tend

to leverage existing suppliers in helping them to come up with enterprise information security

policy and procedures. There are niche players offering information technology consulting

services in a particular domain such as healthcare industry, and energy industry.

Organizations are reaping several benefits of enterprise information security policy and

procedures. Enterprise information security policy and procedures show that organization is

committed to securing its own and customer information assets. This has potential to win more

customers as well as retain existing ones. There are cost benefits in terms of savings resulting

from reduction in number of information security breaches due to increased awareness among

employees. Employees become more vigilant and immediately report suspicious activities. This

helps in prevention before any significant damage is done. All employees can contribute towards

enterprise information security irrespective of what they do at work.

Based on author's personal experience and web searches, there are five key criteria for

policy andprocedures (Refer Table 7) that include (a). Understand policy drivers (b).

Understand information threat landscape (c). Create enterprise information security policy (d).

Develop procedures (e).Procedure documentation. For effective creation and management of

policy andprocedures, each of these is equally important. Each criterion carries Maximum Score

of 20 points. However, enterprise may weigh each criterion differently as shown in Weight

24 SANS (SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security) Institute, Information Security Policy Templates, World
Wide Web, Retrieved on September 26, 2010 from http://www.sans.org/security-resourcesJpoLIcics/



column in Table 7. Weighted Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and

Weight. Enterprise using EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and

record this estimation in Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each

criterion is calculated by multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

Author's information security maturity level calculation sheet covering policy and

procedures (third point under EISMF) is shown in Table 7.

S.NO FJYFCriterion Mlaimum AI AL Weighted luepi s Self Actual Score
Score

3 Policy and Procedures Understand policy drivers

Understand information ihreat
landscape

Create Enterprise Information
Security Policy

Develop procedures

Procedure documentadon

Weight
(in percentage)

NOTF: EspOthetirn dal..
Does Not reflect =V, real
Oeganlition.

100%

60%

100%

100%

80%

Mfaximum Score

(Maximume Scor
Weight)

20.00

12.00

20.00

20.00

16.00

Estimation (Perceutage [=Weighted Maximum
completion) Score -EnterpriseSetf

Estimation (percentage,
completion)]
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Table 7: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations -Policy and Procedures

In summary, information security policy and procedures is a key requirement for

complying with certain government regulations. Enterprise wide scope reiterates the fact that

information security extends beyond technology domain and it is of a significant business

concern in addition to technology challenge. Free and commercial solutions are available to help

businesses come up with appropriate information security policy and procedures. There are

several monetary and non-monetary benefits of creating an enterprise wide information security

policy as well as a set of information security procedures.

4.4 Risk Management
Risk assessment is an integral part of risk management process. There are several free

and commercial products available in the market to help an organization with both risk

assessment and risk management. Some companies in the risk assessment business have created



risk assessment solutions targeted towards particular industry (For example, banks, hospital

etc.), compliance with specific regulation (For example, HIPAA, Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002

etc.), or general purpose risk assessment templates for company in house use. Tremendous

information is available online on various government websites regarding information security

risk assessment. For example, in the United States, state of Massachusetts has posted

"Information Security Risk Assessment Guidelines" on its official website. Virginia

Information Technology Agency (VITA) has posted "IT Risk Management Guideline" 26 on the

official website of state of Virginia. Organizations can leverage information from trusted sources

such as government websites, educational institutions, or reputed companies to create custom

risk management process. Microsoft has "Security Risk Management Guide" 27 available for free

download from its website.

Based on author's risk management process covered in Section 3.4, there are five criteria

which are critical for comprehensive risk management as shown in Table 8. These five key

criteria for effective risk management (Refer Table 8) are (a). Clearly established risk assessment

process (b). List of information assets, asset classification, asset owner, and information

utilization details (c). Asset impact/valuation, threat assessment, vulnerability assessment,

current safety assessment, probabilistic estimates (d). Clearly documented risk management

process (e). Documented risk management process implementation.

For effective creation and management of risk assessment, each of these is equally

important. Each criterion carries Maximum Score of 20 points. However, enterprise may weigh

each criterion differently as shown in Weight column in Table 8. Weighted Maximum Score is

calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight. Enterprise using EISMF needs to

25 The Official Website of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Information Security Risk Assessment
Guidelines, World Wide Web, Retrieved on September 28, 2010 from
http://www.mass.gov/?pagelD=afterminal&L=4&L0=--Homc&L1 =Research+%26+T'echnoloav&L2=liT+
Policies%2C Standards + %26 + Guidancc&L3=Tcchnical+(uidance&sid=Eoaf&b=terrninalcontent& f-itd
policies standards it security risk assessment guide1ines&csid=Eoaf

26 Virginia Information Technology Agency (VITA), IT Risk Management Guideline, World Wide Web,
Retrieved on September 28, 2010 from http://www.vita.,irginia.gov/librar/defauILt.aspx?id--537

27 Microsoft, Security Risk Management Guide, World Wide Web, Retrieved on September 28, 2010
from http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/librar/ccI63143.aspx



estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record this estimation in Enterprise Self

Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is calculated by multiplying Weighted

Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

S.NO EISF

4 Risk Management

Criteria Maxisum

Clearly established rsk assessment

process

List of Information assets, asset
classification. asset owner and
information utilization details

Asset Impact/vataation, threat
assessment, vlnerability assessment,
current safety assessment,
probabilistic estimates

Clearly documented risk

management process

Documented risk management
process implementation

VARIABLE

Weight
(in percentage)

NOTE: Hypothetical data,
bees not reflect a real
organizatioa.

100%

80%

20 100%

Weighted
Maximum Score

(Maxiias Score

Weight)

20.00

16.00

20.00

14.00

18.00

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score
Estimation (percentage [=Weighted Maximum

completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Estimation (perecentage

completion)]

NOtE:ypothetical data,
Does not reflect any real
orgazisatioL

Table 8: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - Risk Management

In summary, there are plenty of options available for enterprises to study risk management

domain and establish an appropriate risk management process suitable to their own particular

business environment.

4.5 Employee awareness and training
Organizations should opt for more structured training programs for all of their existing

employees. For new hires, training should be provided right at the beginning of employment

term. More sophisticated training programs should be offered to employees who are directly

responsible for information security or more generally in the information technology department.

There are many training programs available for increasing employee information security



awareness. For example, Software Engineering Institute (Carnegie Mellon) 28 and SANS

(SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security) Institute29 both offer information security training and

certification courses. Organizations may hire people who hold certification or a degree in

information security. These employees can help put together a comprehensive information

security awareness and training program for other employees. Now a days, many universities

offer program in information security.

Following should be covered as part of employee awareness and training program:

" Enterprise information security policy awareness

* Common knowledge procedures awareness

" "Beware of phishing and spyware "(Rothke, Ben (2005))

* "Protect your identity " (Rothke, Ben (2005))

e "Be responsible and be aware " (Rothke, Ben (2005))

" "Choose your password wisely "(Rothke, Ben (2005))

e "Practice safe access" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

* "Protect your work outside the office" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

" "Reduce e-mail risks" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

* "Suspect e-mail hoaxes" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

* "Work wisely with the web" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

* "Avoid internet dangers" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

" "Master instant messaging" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

* "Use firewalls and patches" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

e "Use PDAs wisely" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

* "Backup and secure data" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

" "Manage data wisely" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

" "Secure your workplace" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

" "Beware of social engineers " (Rothke, Ben (2005))

28 SEI Carnegie Mellon, World Wide Web, Retrieved on September 29, 2010 from
http://www%,,.sei.cmu.edu/training/

29 SANS Institute, World Wide Web, Retrieved on September 29, 2010 from http: //ww.sans.org,
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* "Use corporate resources only for work " (Rothke, Ben (2005))

e "Call the experts when things go wrong" (Rothke, Ben (2005))

e Internet browser privacy settings

e Dangers from portable information stores such as pen drives, passport drive etc.

Author's criteria for efficient employee awareness and training are shown in Table 9 for

Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations.

S.NO EISM; Criterin Maxinam

Score

5 Employee awareness and training Enterprise information security
policy awareness

Common knowledge procedures

awareness

Phishing and spysare

Identity protection

Responsibility

Password choice

Practice safe access

Protect your work outside the office

Redace e-mail risks

Suspect e-nail hoaxes

Work wisely with the web

Avoid internet dangers

Master Instant messaging

Use firewalls and patches

Use PDAs wisely

Backup and secure data

Manage data wisely

Secure your workplace

Beware of social engineers

Use corporate resources only for
work

Call the experts when things go
wrong

Internet browser privacy settings

Dangers from portable information
stores such as pen drives, passport

dri e etc.

VARIABLE

Weight
(in percentage)

NOTE: Hypothetical dat.
Does not renetd any r-a
organiatio.

100%

100%

90%

100%

50%

100%

60%

50%

Weighted
Maxinam Score

(Maximum Score*

Weight)

5.00

5.00

4.50

5.00

2.50

5.00

3.00

2.50

4.00

4.00

2.80

3.20

0.00

4.00

0.80

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.20

3.60

4.00

3.20

2.80

VAlUABLES

Enterprise Self Actnal Score
Estimation (percentage [mWelghted Maximum

completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Estimation (percentage

completion)]

NOTE:Hypothetica damt.
De M notrenee .. y et

vrgsalstio.

Table 9: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - Employee awareness and

training

Author views each of the above criteria as roughly equally important for effective

employee awareness and training program in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries
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either 4 or 5 points so that sum of all the points under employee awareness and training is 100

points (Refer Table 9). However, enterprise may weigh each criterion differently as shown in

Weight column in Table 9. Weighted Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum

Score and Weight. Enterprise using EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they fulfill each

criterion and record this estimation in Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for

each criterion is calculated by multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and Enterprise Self

Estimation.

4.6 Personnel Security
Generally, most organizations are looking for three key areas when it comes to personnel

security. First, whether person working for the organization is trustworthy. This usually involves

checking background, driving history, looking for criminal record, credit history, and any

problems with any law enforcement agency. In addition, physical and mental conditions are

evaluated. These are not one time tasks. All these checks are repeated at regular intervals.

Second, organizations look for whether person is skilled enough to handle the job. If person is

not capable, it may lead to frustration which could result in mental and psychological problems.

Therefore, organizations look for a match between skills needed for a job and skill set of the

person under consideration for the job. Past work experience, education, vocational and other

training could be used to establish whether a person is capable to handle the job. Finally,

organizations try to make sure work environment is safe for the person to work. This includes

allowing only authorized personnel to enter work area by checking ID card, retina scan, numeric

lock or other methods. Work facility is electronically monitored. Complete track of who entered

or left work area is kept in a system which is regularly internally and externally audited.

Employees are made aware of the consequences of information theft. Note that organization

must ensure that by enforcing security they are not violating rights of an individual. For example,

United States constitution does not allow discrimination based on race, age, accent etc.

Organizations can leverage several excellent resources online or otherwise to carve out an

effective personnel security program. U.S Department of-Homeland Security has posted



"Personnel Security Guidelines" 30 online prepared by the Idaho National Engineering and

Environmental Laboratory. Another document- "The DHS Personnel Security Process" 3'

published by Department of Homeland Security from Office of Inspector General is also

available online. A very detailed document titled -"Department of the Navy Personnel Security

Program"32 from the Secretary of the Navy is available online as well. Some non-government

organizations have posted personnel security program details online. There are several

organizations that are in the business of providing personnel security and help organizations

build an effective personnel security program.

Based on above discussion, author has following ten criteria under personnel security.

" Complete background check- Driving history, criminal check, credit history

" Match skill of a person with job requirements

" Identification method (ID Cards/ Retina scan, pass-code etc.)

" Proper system access at all times (prompt action when employee/contractor moves on)

" System and system access internal / external audit

" Mandatory reporting of change in security clearance by employee/contractor

" Automatic logging and audit trail of human access to any system or application

" Awareness of consequences of information theft

" Peer alertness at all times

" Awareness of individual rights as provided by the constitution

30 U.S Department of Homeland Security, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory,
Personnel Security Guidelines, World Wide Web, Retrieved on October 1, 2010 from www.us-
cert. gov/control systems/pdf/personnel guide0904.pdf

31 U.S Department of Homeland Security, Office of Inspector General , The DHS Personnel Security
Process, World Wide Web, Retrieved on October 1, 2010 from
www.dhs.Liov/xoi g/assets/mgmtrpts/OIG 09-65 May09.pdf

32 U.S Department of Navy, The Secretary of Navy, Personnel Security Program, Published By Chief of
Naval Operations (N09N) Special Assistant for Naval Investigative Matters and Security, World Wide
Web, Retrieved on October 01, 2010 from
ittp://www.ncis.niavv.nil/secLiritypolicv/Personnel/cSECNAVINST/SECNAV%20M-5510.30%'>20-
'o20Com lete%'o20Mianual.ndf



Author views each of the above criteria as equally important for effective personnel security

in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries 10 points so that sum of all the points under

personnel security is 100 points. However, enterprise may weigh each criterion differently as

shown in Weight column in Table above. Weighted Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying

Maximum Score and Weight. Enterprise using EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they

fulfill each criterion and record this estimation in Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally,

Actual Score for each criterion is calculated by multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and

Enterprise Self Estimation.

Above criteria are shown in the Table 10 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level
Calculations.

VARIABLE VARIABLES

S.NO EISA Criterion Maximum Weighted EnterpriseSelf Actual Score
Score Maximum Score Estimation (percentage [-Weighted Maximam

completion) Score *Enteprise Self
Weight (Maximum Score Estimation (percentage

(i perceatage) Weight) completion)]

- OTE Hypothetical data NOTE:Hypothetial data.
Does aot etlect ny real Does not refleci any real
organtation orgamintio.

6 Personnel Security Complete background check- Driving to 100% 10.00 100% 10.00
history, criminal check. credit history

Match skill of a person with job 10 70% 7.00 90% 6.30
requirements

Identification method (ID Cards/ 10 100% 10.00 100% 10.00
Retina %can, pass-code etc.)

Proper system access at all times 10 50% 5.00 100% 5.00
(prompt action when
employee/contractor moves on)

System and system access internal; 10 50% 5.00 50% 2.50
external audit

Mandatory reporting of change ia 10 80% 8.00 75% 6.00
security clearance by
employeelcontractor

Automatic logging and audit trail of 10 0% 0.00 60% 0.00
buman access to any system or
application

Awareness of consequences of 10 100% 10.00 60% 6.00
information theft

Peer alertness at all times 10 60% 6.00 50% 3.00

Awareness of indiidual rights as 10 50% 5.00 50% 2.50
provided by the ronstitution

Table 10: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - Personnel Security



4.7 Physical Security
Physical security deals with physically protecting access to information storage in

electronic or print form. In the mainframe days of computing, mainframe devices were secured

in a secure room and physical access to them was limited to a few responsible persons. With

widespread adoption of personnel computer, physical security has become more of a challenge.

Office space is full of desktop or laptop computers and most people inside the workplace can

physically access other persons' computer. These devices can be easily physically taken by a

malicious person. Introduction of net books, handheld smart devices and remote work have

further complicated physical security.

Concerns on physical security are very realistic and should never be underestimated.

Laptop theft at Boeing in year 2006 compromised personal information such as name, address,

social security number of "382,000 current and former employees"33. Criminals are finding

vulnerabilities in the office physical security system and thus find office buildings an easy target

for carrying out physical thefts. According to 8 1h Annual 2010 BSI Computer Theft Survey, in

last three years in the United States, more than 5.5 million34 computing devices were stolen.

Several solutions are available in the market suited for different budgets to help

companies with physical security. An article by Paul F. Roberts in the InfoWorld 35 brings out

how electronic devices are changing physical access to a facility.

"The cameras are watching when you drive up to IBM's Watson Research Lab in Hawthorne, N.Y.
They're also noticing things ... things such as the color of vehicle you're driving and its license plate.
When you get out of the car, another camera zooms in on your face, capturing its image and transmitting
it (along with snapshots of your car and license plate) to third-party analytics systems, which then
compare those bits against a database of lab employees and authorized visitors. By the time you get to the
door at Hawthorne, says Arun Hampapur, manager of IBM's Exploratory Vision Group, the cameras

33 McMillan, R., Computerworld, Boeing laptop theft puts U.S. data breach tally over lOOM, World Wide
Web, Retrieved on October, 04 2010 from
http://www.computerworld.coni/s/article/9006140/Bocinu laptop theft-putsU.S. data breach tally ov
er IOOM

3 MACTECH, Key findings of the 8th Annual 2010 BSI Computer Theft Survey, World Wide Web,
Retrieved on October, 04 2010 from http://www.mactech.com/20 1 0/08/03/kev-findinus-8th-annual-20 10-
bsi-computCr-thCft-survey

3 Roberts, P., InfoWorld, IT security gets physical, World Wide Web, Retrieved on October, 04 2010
from http://www.infoworld.com/d!/scu iiritv-central/it-security- gets-physical-876



have, in theory, already collected enough data to grant you access to the facility without you having to
wave a key card or check in at the front desk." [Roberts, P., InfoWorld]

Above case is still far from common practice in the industry. However, it brings out

progress being made in the physical security domain and how electronic devices are helping

secure physical space. Apart from physical theft of computing devices or information in paper

form, there are several other sources of physical threats such as floods, earthquake, lightening,

war, storms, vandalism, fire, power outage, and structural failure of building. Based on web

searches and personal information technology experience, author has come up with following

criteria for physical security:

" Documented plan for protection against natural disaster (For example, earthquake,

lightening, flood, and storms)

* A checklist for regular physical security checks

* Protection against earthquake considered

" Protection against lightening

* Secured keys areas of building for protection against flood and storm

" Documented plan for protection against human factors (For example, Mistakes, Theft,

Vandalism, and Actual physical attack)

e Electronic monitoring of complete facility

" Guards at all key areas of the facility such as entrance, location of key physical devices or

storage area, etc.

* Display for appropriate legal messages at various location. For example, message stating

- secured area, authorized personnel only

e Documented plan for protection against other threats (For example, building fire,

building water damage, power outage, and structural failure)

e Regular fire drills

e Fire protection mechanism in place

e Backup power supply

" Secured all inlet to the facility such as water system, air conditioning, power cable

chambers etc.

" Regular inspection of building structure



Above criteria are shown in the Table 11 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level

Calculations.

S.NO EISMF

Physical Security

Criterion Mariimum
Score

Documented plan for protection
against natural disaster (For

example, earthquake, lightening,
flood, and storms)

A checklist for regular physical
security checks

Protection against earthquake

considered

Protection against lightening

Secured keys areas of building for

protection against flood and storm

Documented plan for protection

against haman factors (For example,

Mistakes, Theft, Vandalism. and
Actual physical attack)

Electronic monitoring of complete

facility

Guards at all key areas of the facility

such as entrance, location of key
physical devices or storage area, etc.

Display for appropriate legal

messages at various location. For

example. message stating - secured

area, anthorized personnel only

Documented plan for protection

against other threats (For example,

building fire. building water damage,

power outage, and strutural failure)

Regular fire drills

Fire protection mechanism in place

Backup power supply

Secured all inlet to the facility such

as water system, air conditioning,

power cable chambers etc.

Regular inspection of building

structure

VARLABLE

Weight

(in percentage)

NOTE: Hypolhetical dta.
Does not reflect any real
Organation.

100%

K0%

50%

40%

100%

50%

100%

Weighted

Maximum Score

(Maximum Score*
Weight)

7.00

5.60

1.40

3.50

2.80

7.00

3.00

6.00

VARIABLES

Euterprise Self Actual Score

Estimation (percentage f[Weighted lfaiminu

compledo) Score * Enterprise Self

Estimation (percentage

completion)]

NtO1T.:ypothetkcal data.
Does not reflect any real
Orgalationl

0.00

0.00

3.50100%

50%

0.00

50% 3.50

2.80

1.05

60%

100%

1.80

6.00

Table 11: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations -Physical Security



Author views each of the above criteria as roughly equally important for effective

physical security management in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries either 6 or 7

points so that sum of all the points under physical security is 100 points. However, enterprise

may weigh each criterion differently as shown in Weight column in Table 11. Weighted

Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight. Enterprise using

EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record this estimation in

Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is calculated by

multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

4.8 Network Security
Network security is a significant technological and management challenge. Computer

networks could be attacked using malware such as viruses, Trojan horses, worms, root kits, and

spyware. Other forms of attack include denial-of-service attack, hacking, identity theft, and man

in the middle (i.e. interception). Per Symantec Global Internet Security Threat Report, in the year

2009, 150%36 of data breaches were caused by hacking. Many solutions are available in the

market for helping organizations meet their network security challenges. Organizations should

first assess their needs using the expertise of people in network security domain and then work

out a comprehensive network security management solution which include technological

solution as well as appropriate management measures.

Author has identified following key criteria for effective network security management:

* Special network security policy or dedicated section in Enterprise Information Security

policy

* Secure physical access to network devices such as routers and switches

* Regular software patch as per vendor recommendations

* High strength network passwords

* No default passwords used

36 Symantec Corp. (2010), Symantec Global Internet Security Threat Report, Trends for 2009, Volume
XV, Published April 2010, World Wide Web, Retrieved on October 05, 2010 from
htttp://www.syim itec.con/bus iness/theme. isp?thcmeid=threatreport



* Passwords changed frequently

0 Limited persons have access to network device management from remote places

0 Legal notice displayed upfront after successful login to a device stating unauthorized

access is not allowed and any such access would be investigated fully

0 Session timeout

0 Only needed services are running

0 Encrypted electronic communication

* Logging of access to any network device (who logged, when logged and what was done)

0 Use of appropriate network architecture

* Continuous system monitoring and maintain audit trails.

0 Appropriate intrusion detection and prevention system in place

* Installation of appropriate anti-malware such as antivirus, firewall etc.

0 User education

Author views each of the above criteria as roughly equally important for effective network

security management in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries either 5 or 6 points so

that sum of all the points under network security is 100 points. However, enterprise may weigh

each criterion differently as shown in Weight column in Table 12. Weighted Maximum Score is

calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight. Enterprise using EISMF needs to

estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record this estimation in Enterprise Self

Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is calculated by multiplying Weighted

Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

Above criteria are shown in the Table 12 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level

Calculations.



S.NO EISMF

8 Network Security

Criterion Maximum

Score

Special netwsork serrity policy or

dedicated section on Enterprise

Information Security policy

Secure physical access to network

devices such as routers and switches

Regular software patch as per

vendor recommendations

High strength network passwords

No default passwords used

Passwords changed frequently

Limited persons have access to

network device management from

remote places

Legal notice displayed upfront after

successful login to a device stating
unanthorized access is not allowed

and any such access would be

investigated fully

Session timeout

Only needed services are running

Encrypted electronic communication

Logging of access to any network
device (who logged, when logged and

what was done)

Use of appropriate network
architecture

Continos system monitoring and

maintain audit trails.

Appropriate intrusion detection and

prevention system in place

Installation of appropriate anti-
malware such as antivirus, firewall

User education

VARIABLE

Weight

(in percentage)

NOTE: Hypothetical ata
Does not reflect any real

organizatto.%

100%

20%

100%

20%

100%

100%

Weighted
laximunm Score

(Mdaximum Score

Weight)

6.00

120

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

1.20

5.00

3.00

2.40

6.00

3.00

3.00

6.00

6.00

5.00

VA RIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score

Estination (percentage [=Weighted Maximum

completion) Score * Enterprise Self

Estimation (perentage

completion)]

NOTE:Hypothetirai dat.
DoCs not reflect ny renl
arganination.

50%

100%

50%

100%

60%

40%

40%

100%

30%

30%

25%

49%

30%

100%

100%

20%

Table 12: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations -Network Security



4.9 Software Security
Thorough analysis of software security is critical whether building or buying software.

When building software, it is strongly recommended to analyze security aspects along with

business requirements and take security perspective through the remaining phases of design,

development, testing and implementation along with business functionalities. When buying

software, it is extremely important to understand security functionalities of software under

consideration. For some software products, additional security package may be needed.

In the context of software development, Cusumano et al [1995] coined a phrase "Synch-

and-stabilize"37 after studying successful Microsoft software development projects. At the heart

lies the idea to let software developers write code in an innovative way. However, new/modified

code should be "synchronized" with code from other developers at regular intervals so as to

create a "build". This should be followed by code "stabilization" which includes code

integration and debugging.

Requirements

Functionaldesign

If modules change a lot,
Detailed module design you can experience an

infinite defect loop

Module constructionfModule construction
Module construction

' ~ ...............
Integration/system test

Figure 28: Waterfall Model with Infinite Defect Loop ISource: Cusumano (2004), page 1511

The "synch-and-stabilize" approach offers several benefits over sequential development
models such as "waterfall" model. Cusumano [2004] explains one such benefit is that project

3 Cusumao, Michael, Selby, Richard W Selby, 1995, Microsoft Secrets: How the World's Most Powerful
Software Company Creates Technology, Shapes Markets, and Manages People, Publisher: Free Press (A
division of Simon & Shuster, Inc.), New York



teams would be able to save themselves from getting into "Infinite Defect Loops" 38 (Refer
Figure 28). The author adapted the synch-and-stabilize process model (See Figure 29) for
incorporating software security at every stage of software development lifecycle.

ProductVision

Figure 29: Synch-and-Stabilize Process Model with Security [Based on Cusumano (2004), page 155]

Many organizations especially those in retail business have online stores in addition to brick and

mortar stores. It is extremely important for these organizations to understand vulnerabilities in

popular software such as web browsers (Refer Figure 30).

Author has identified following key criteria for effective software security management:

0 Documented list of application vulnerabilities for technical staff to use when developing

applications.

38 Cusumao, Michael, 2004, The Business of Software: What Every Manager, Programmer, and
Entrepreneur Must Know to Thrive and Survive in Good Times and Bad, ISBN 0-7432-1580-X,
Publisher: Free Press (A division of Simon & Shuster, Inc.), New York

Architecture design and functional specification (including security)

Mlestonel Milestone2 Milesto ne3
- Design (Business) - Design (Business) - Design (Business)
- Design (Security) - Design (Security) - Design (Security)
- Code (Business) - Code (Business) - Code (Business)
Code (Security) - Code (Security) - Code (Security)

- Usability Unit Test - Usability Unit Test - Usability Unit Test
- Security Unit Test - Security Unit Test - Security Unit Test
- Synchronize (with overall source - Synchronize (with overall source - Synchronize (with overall source code



(For example, 0 WASP top 10 software web applications vulnerabilities for web

application developers)

* Secured Software Development Lifecycle when building software product or service

* Security considerations when buying software product or service

* Regular software security patches and software upgrades

Period r-

94

______________4

169

Firef x
Safar
Internet Ex plaoer
Chrome

op'era

20 42 6 0 100 1

Documented vulnerabilities

20 14 0 160 180

Figure 30: Web browser vulnerabilities (Source: Symantec 39)

Above criteria are shown in the Table 13 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level

Calculations. Author views each of the above criteria as equally important for effective software

security management in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries 25 points so that sum

of all the points under software security is 100 points. However, enterprise may weigh each

criterion differently as shown in Weight column in Table 13.

3 Symantec Corp. (2010), Symantec Global Internet Security Threat Report, Trends for 2009, Volume
XV, Published April 2010, World Wide Web, Retrieved on October 06, 2010 from
http://www.svmantec.con/bus i ness/thene. isp?themcid=threatreport

I I- I I I I I I I



S.NO EISMF

9 Software Security

Criterion Maximum
Store

Documented list of application
vulnerabilities for technical staff to
use when developing applications
(For example. OWASP top 10
software web applications
vulnerabilities for web application
developers)

Secured Software Development
Lifecycle when building software
product or service

Security cousiderations when huying
software product or service

Regular software security patches
and software upgrades

VARIAPLE

Weight
(in percentage)

2OTE; Hypohetical data.
Does not reflect an real
organuazrimt

25 100%

25 50%

25 100%

25 100%

Weighted
Maximnan Score

(Maximum Score*

Weight)

25.00

12.50

25.00

25.00

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score
Estimation (percentage [=Weighted Maximum

completion) Score * Enterptie Self
Estimation (percentage

completion)}

NOTE:llypthetical data.
Does not reflect any real
Drgaaization.

40% 10.M

Table 13: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations -Software Security

Weighted Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight.

Enterprise using EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record

this estimation in Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is

calculated by multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

4.10 Identity Management and Access control

This is an area which deals with who can access a system and what an authenticated user

is authorized to do within a system. For example, when we log into our bank account online, we

can view only our account information and can perform certain transactions such as transfer

money from debit account to pay off credit card debt. We cannot view some other persons

account information. However, bank employee who takes our customer service call can view our

account information and perform certain transactions on our account which we cannot perform

on our own account such as roll back a transaction. Difference between two users is in

authorization. Both users authenticate to the system using their own user id and password. Based



on identity of the authenticated users, system looks for authorization. Authorization tells the

system what a user can do after successful authentication. In our example above, bank employee

who is a customer service agent has a different set of privileges attached to his or her user id

which allows authenticated user to view other persons account information and perform certain

transactions.

Currently, leading information technology companies such as Microsoft, Oracle, IBM

and Novell, each have identity management solutions for organization to use. However, this is an

active research area and work is going on for standardization of identity management. For

example, The Open Group is "working jointly with the US InterNational Committee for

Information Technology Standards (INCITS CS 1), which serves as the US Technical Advisory

Group to ISO/IEC JTC I, and also under Category C Liaison status directly with ISO JTC I

SC27, to develop an International Standard Framework for Identity Management" 4. Similarly,

International Telecommunication Union has an Identity Management Global Standards Initiative

(or IdM-GSI). "IdM-GSI focuses on developing the detailed standards necessary for deployment

of Identity management (IdM) capabilities that enables secure and trustworthy assertions about

digital identities used in telecommunications, control networks, and a variety of service

offerings. IdM-GSI harmonizes, in collaboration with other bodies, different approaches to IdM

worldwide"4'.

Irrespective of whether an organization uses off the shelf identity management solution or

develops one internally, following are the key criteria for effective identity management:

" User information repository

* Authentication

* Authorization

" Security Policy/Rules

" Account management

40 The Open Group, Identity Management Forum, World Wide Web, Retrieved on October 06, 2010 from
http ://ww w.open group. org/tech/i dm/

41 International Telecommunication Union, Identity Management Global Standards Initiative, World
Wide Web, Retrieved on October 06, 2010 from http://www.ituint/en/IT U-T/gsi/idi/Pages/defaut.aspx



0 Audit trail

Above criteria are shown in the Table 14 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level

Calculations.

VARIABLE VARIABLES
S.NO EISMF Criterion Maximum Weighted Enterprise Self Actual Store

Score Maximam Score Estimation (percentage [-Weighted Maximum
completion) Score * Enterprise Self

Weight (Maximum Score Estimation (percentage
(In percentage) Weight) completon)j

NOTE: Hypothetlcl data. NOTE: Hypothetical dta.
Does not reflect any real Does not refect any real
orguastion. organization.

10 Identity Management and Access User Information repository 17 100% 17.00 80% 13.60
control

Authentication 17 100% 17.00 50% 8.50
Authorization 17 80% 13.60 60% 8.16
Security Policy / Rules 17 80% 13.60 80% 10.88
Account management 16 100% 16.00 75% 12.00
Audit trail 16 80% 12.80 75% 9.60

Table 14: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - Identity Management and
Access control

Author views each of the above criteria as roughly equally important for effective identity

management and access control in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries either 16 or

17 points so that sum of all the points under identity management and access control is 100

points. However, enterprise may weigh each criterion differently as shown in Weight column in

Table 14. Weighted Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight.

Enterprise using EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record

this estimation in Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is

calculated by multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

4.11 Information Operations Management
This is relatively well developed area in terms of expertise. Several universities offer

programs in information and operations management. This domain holds a very special place

when it comes to information security management for an enterprise. In the information

technology domain, threats are emerging and evolving very rapidly. Enterprise operations

management people need to ensure that information security management operation run



smoothly and inputs in terms of technology and expertise are converted into output in terms of

information security.

Organizations can leverage standards such as ISO/IEC 27002:2005 which cover

"communications and operations management'".Information operations management include

estimation of existing information security related products and services which an organization

currently have. It is followed by acquiring latest version of existing products and services or new

products which show up in the market with a different value proposition. Change management

helps smooth adoption of new versions of existing products / services as well as new products

and services across the enterprise. It is vital that all information is completely backed up and

tested for recovery. Author is personally been in a situation when recovery from a backup tape

did not work! Hence, taking multiple backups is extremely important before existing products or

services are upgraded. Finally, as we all know information security is a domain where changes

happen at a very rapid pace. Existing products become obsolete very fast and needs to be retired

in a safe manner with proper disposal. Note that disposal of information storage medium (for

e.g., paper/ electronic) needs special techniques so that information stored on the medium is not

readable by anyone. For example, paper needs to be shredded properly. In the United States,

Department of Defense (DoD) has published DoD 5220.22-M-National Industrial Security

Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) which describe destruction, degaussing (electronic

storage medium such hard drive is exposed to magnetic force) and overwriting for sanitizing

electronic storage medium such as hard drives.

Author has identified following key criteria for effective information operations management:

* Familiarity with standards such as ISO/IEC 27002:2005 which cover operations

management

" Inventory management

* Asset acquisition

* Change Management

* Backup and recovery

4 International Organization for Standardization (ISO), ISO/IEC 27002:2005- Information technology -
- Security techniques -- Code of practice for information security management , World Wide Web,
Retrieved October 11, 2010 from http://www.iso.or/iIso/catatogue detail?csnumber=50297



e Planned asset retirement

* Familiarity with standards such as Department of Defense, DoD 5220.22-M National

Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) for electronic storage medium

disposal such as disposal of hard drives

e Asset disposal with some industry adopted standards

Above criteria are shown in the Table
Calculations.

S.NO EISMF Criterion

11 Information Operations
Management

Maximum
Score

VARIABLE

Weight
(ia percentage)

NOTE: Hypothetical datS.
Does not refect any real
organiation.

100%

100%

100%

80%

100%

50%

100%

100%

Weighted
Maximum Score

(Maximum Score*

Weight)

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score
Estimation (percentage [=Weighted Maximum

completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Estimation (percentage

completion)J

NOTE;Hypothetticat data.
Does *ot reflect any real
organuatio.

75% 9.75

Table 15: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level
Management

Calculations - Information Operations

Author views each of the above criteria as roughly equally important for effective

information operations management in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries either

12 or 13 points so that sum of all the points under information operations management is 100

points. However, enterprise may weigh each criterion differently as shown in Weight column in

Table 15. Weighted Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight.

Enterprise using EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record

100

15 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level

Famillariy with standards such as
ISO/IEC 27002:2005 which cover
operatins management

Iaventory management

Asset acquisition

Change Mauagement

Backup and recovery

Planned asset retirement

Familtarty with standards such as
Department of Defense, DoD 5220.22-M
National Industrial Security Program
Operating Manual (NISPOM) for
electronic storage medium disposal such
as disposal of hard drives

Asset disposal with some industry
adopted standards



this estimation in Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is

calculated by multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

4.12 Assurance and Evaluation
Organizations may leverage framework such as COBIT (Control Objectives for

Information and related Technology) 43 to implement an information assurance program across

the enterprise. For information security evaluation, framework such as OCTAVE (Operationally

Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation) 44 may be used. ISO/IEC 15408-1:200945,

ISO/IEC 15408-2:200846, and ISO/IEC 15408-3:20084' are a set of related standards which cover

both evaluation and assurance. These frameworks and standards can tremendously help

organizations to design an information security assurance and evaluation program for their

specific needs.

Author has identified following key criteria for effective assurance and evaluation:

" Standardized or frameworks based approach for information assurance and evaluation

(For example, use of ISO/IEC 15408, CMMI, COBIT, OCTAVE)

e Rigorous testing

43 Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA) ."COBIT" World Wide Web, Retrieved
October 11, 2010 from http://www.isaca.org/Knowledge-Center/COBIT/Paiges/Overview.aspx

44 Carnegie Mellon University Computer Emergency Response Team.(CERT), "OCTAVE(Operationally
Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation)" World Wide Web, Retrieved October 11,2010 from
htp://www.cert.or(/octave!

45 International Organization for Standardization (ISO), "ISO/IEC 15408-1:2009 Information technology
-- Security techniques -- Evaluation criteria for IT security -- Part 1: Introduction and general model"
World Wide Web, Retrieved October 11, 2010 from
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso catalogue/catalogue ics/catalogcue detail ics.htm?csnumber-50341

46 International Organization for Standardization (ISO), "ISO/IEC 15408-2:2008 Information technology
-- Security techniques -- Evaluation criteria for IT security -- Part 2: Security functional components"
World Wide Web, Retrieved October 11, 2010 from
ittp: //www.iso.org/iso/iso catalogue/catalogue tc/catalogue detail.ht m?csnumberd464 14

47 International Organization for Standardization (ISO), "ISO/IEC 15408-3:2008 Information technology
-- Security techniques -- Evaluation criteria for IT security -- Part 3: Security assurance components"
World Wide Web, Retrieved October 11, 2010 from
http://www.iso.orc/iso/iso cataloaue/cataloeue tc/catalouue detail. ht mcsnumber-46413
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e Review of implemented architecture

* Review of development team

* Target assurance level for all development efforts (could vary by department, type of

application etc.).

* Perform Evaluation on all products or services

Above criteria are shown in the Table 16 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level

Calculations.

VARIABLE VARIABLES
S-NO EISMF Criterion Maximum Weighted EnterpriseSelf Actual Score

Score Maximum Score Estimation (percentage [-Weighted iaximum
templedo) Score * Enterprise Self

Weight (Maximum Score Estimation (perceutage
(in percentage) Weight) completion)]

NOTE: Hypothettcal data. NOTJtypothetcal data.
Does aot releatsay rea Does not renl eci s real
Organiation. ergalation.

12 Assurance and Evaluation Standardized or frameworks based 17 50% 8.50 00/ 0.00
approach for information assurance
and evaluation (For example. use of
ISO/IEC 15408, CMMI, COBIT.
OCTAVE)

Rigorous testing 17 100% 17.00 50% 8.50

Review of implemented architecture 17 80% 13.60 20% 2.72

Review of development team 16 60% 9.60 0% 0.00

Target assurance level for all 16 100% 16.00 0% 0.00
deselopment efforts (could vary by
department, type of application etc.).

Perform Evaluation on all products or 17 100% 17.00 0% 0.00
services

Table 16: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations -Assurance and Evaluation

Author views each of the above criteria as roughly equally important for effective

assurance and evaluation in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries either 16 or 17

points so that sum of all the points under assurance and evaluation is 100 points. However,

enterprise may weigh each criterion differently as shown in Weight column in Table 16.

Weighted Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight. Enterprise

using EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record this
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estimation in Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is

calculated by multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

4.13 Incident Management
Organizations should have a comprehensive information security incident management

program to take care of information security breach. National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) has a special publication - SP 800-61 Rev. 1("Computer Security Incident

Handling Guide") 48 that provides a great starting point to organizations to develop a customized

information security incident management program. ISO/IEC TR 18044:2004 ("Information

technology -- Security techniques -- Information security incident management") is another

standard that covers information security incident management.

Organizations should have a prevention / detection mechanism in place. It should be a

combination of technical and personal communication system. Technical system could be

intrusion prevention and detection software. Personal communication system could include a

way for employees to report an incident such as telephone number to call or submit incident

using organization intranet based web portal or an email address dedicated for reporting

information security incidents. CISO or equivalent person should have a incident response team

already in place. External and internal communications should be handled with care. Pre-

planning helps!

Author has identified following key criteria for effective incident management:

" Standardized approach for information security incident management (For example, use

of ISO/IEC TR 18044:2004, NIST SP 800-61)

" Detection using technical solutions such as intrusion detection systems

" Incident reporting system such as email, web portal, telephone call

" CISO and core IS incident management team

" House of Compliance needs for external management

48 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), SP 800-61 Rev. I (Computer Security Incident
Handling Guide), World Wide Web, Retrieved on October 11, 2010 from
http: /csrc.nist. irov/publications/1PubsSPs.htiml
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* Communication with external stakeholders

e Reputation / brand management

* Assignment

* Response

* Documentation and logging
* Comprehensive review of prevention and upgrade as needed based on incident
* House of Compliance needs for internal management
* Escalation and communication with management

* Lessons learned

Above criteria are shown in the Table 17 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level

Calculations.

S.NO EISMF

13 Incident Management

Criterion Maximum
Score

Standardized approach for
information security incident
management (For example, use of
ISO/IEC TR 18044:2004, NIST SP
800-61)

Detection using technical solutions
such as intrusion detection systems

Incident reporting system sach as
email, web portal, telephone call

CISO and core IS incident
management team

House of Compliance needs for
external management

Communication with external
stakeholders

Reputation management

Assignment

Response

Doementation and logging

Comprehensive resiew ofprevention
and upgrade as needed based on
incident

House of Compliance needs for
Internal management

Escalation and communication with
management

Lessons learned

VARJABLE

Weight
(in percentage)

NfOTEH Bypotheeiaj dat.
Doesnt relct any real
organiatlon.

50%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
100%

100%

Weighted
Maximum Score

(Maximum Score

Weight)

4.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

8.00

VARIABLES
Enterprise stir Actual Score
Estimation (percentage [7Weighted Maximum

completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Estimation (percentage
completion)]

6OTE-Hypothedcal dait.
Does not reflect nay real
organatlion.

0% 0.00

0.00

80%

0.00

5.2575%

50%

Table 17: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations -Incident Management
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Author views each of the above criteria as roughly equally important for effective

incident management in an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries either 7 or 8 points so

that sum of all the points under incident management is 100 points. However, enterprise may

weigh each criterion differently as shown in Weight column in Table 17. Weighted Maximum

Score is calculated by multiplying Maximum Score and Weight. Enterprise using EISMF needs

to estimate to what extent they fulfill each criterion and record this estimation in Enterprise Self

Estimate column. Finally, Actual Score for each criterion is calculated by multiplying Weighted

Maximum Score and Enterprise Self Estimation.

4.14 Future Planning

Information security threats keep evolving at a very rapid pace. It is an ongoing battle to

mitigate the effects of information security threats. Therefore, it is extremely important to have a

formal process in place for analyzing future information security needs. This includes a

dedicated person for future planning especially for large organizations. For smaller

organizations, some percentage of CISO or equivalent persons' time should be spent on

evaluating options for the future. It could be based on strategic direction of the company

especially on the technology side. For example, if a company is planning to move to internet

based web applications from current client server applications in next two years, it is important

for CISO or equivalent person to start analyzing what is needed to secure the web applications

for ensuring information security. Information threat landscape (see Figure 17) that we

developed as part of Policy and Procedures needs to be constantly updated. New information

security products and services keep showing up in the market which different parts of

organizations might want to use. Each such new product or service brings in a new set of

information security challenges which should be evaluated as part of purchase evaluation. As

part of future planning, applicable new information security products or services should be

evaluated as well. Finally, when using EISMF it is recommended that organizations should

evaluate and add more criteria as needed for their specific needs.

* Dedicated person for information security management future planning (For example,

CISO or CISO and various department heads)
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" Evolving threats - Keep threat landscape updated

* Evaluate potential new products or services

* Study evolving information security solutions

* Evaluate and update each component of the EISMF framework

Author views each of the above criteria as equally important for effective future planning in

an organization. Therefore, each criterion carries 20 points so that sum of all the points under

future planning is 100 points. However, enterprise may weigh each criterion differently as shown

in Weight column in Table 18. Weighted Maximum Score is calculated by multiplying

Maximum Score and Weight. Enterprise using EISMF needs to estimate to what extent they

fulfill each criterion and record this estimation in Enterprise Self Estimate column. Finally,

Actual Score for each criterion is calculated by multiplying Weighted Maximum Score and

Enterprise Self Estimation.

Above criteria are shown in the Table 18 for Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level
Calculations.

VARIABLE VARIABLES

S.NO EISMF Citerion Maximum Weighted Enterprise Self Actual Score
Score Maximum Score Estimation (percentage [=Weighted Maximum

completion) Score* Enterprise SelE
Weight (Maximum Score Estimation (percentage

(ia percentage) Weight) compledon)

NOTE: Hpotheticaldata. NODTE:Iypothetical da"a
Does not relect say real Does not reflec any real
organization. aerganization.

14 Future Planning Dedicated person for information 20 100% 20.00 0% 0.00
security management fntore planning
(For example, CISO or CISO and
various department beads)

Evotving threats -Keep threat 20 100% 20.00 60% 12.00
landscape updated

Evaluate potential new products or 20 100% 20.00 50% 10.00
services

Study evolving informatdon security 20 60% 12.00 80% 9.60
solnilons

Evalnate and update each component 20 100% 20.00 80% 16.00
of the EISMF framework

Table 18: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - Future Planning
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4.15 Maturity Level Calculations
Once we have established weight, calculated weighted maximum score, agreed on

enterprise self estimation (percentage completion), and calculated actual score for each criterion,

the final step is to calculate maturity level as follows:

e To compute percentage compliance with EISMF, we sum the Weighted Maximum Score

and Actual Score separately. Percentage compliance is calculated as follows:

Percentage Compliance = [E (Actual Score) /E (Weighted Maximum Score)]*100

For our sample scenario, sum of actual score is 741.69 and sum of weighted maximum

score is 1178.40. Percentage compliance with EISMF is calculated as

(741.69/1178.40) *100 ~ 62.94% [Refer Table 19]

Criterion Maximum
Score

1400

VARIABLE

Weight
(in percentage)

NOTE ITypeIbetical data.
Does sot renect say real
orgnazatten.

Weighted
Maximum Score

(Maximum Score

Weight)

1178.40

Percentage Compliance with

EISMF:

tnformation Security Maturity

Levell (0% <Percentage
Compliance < 20%)

Levell (20%<Percentage
Compliance <= 40%)

Level 111 (40% <Percentage
Compliance <= 60%)

Level IV (40% <Percentage
Compliance <- 80%)

Level V (80% <Percentage
Compliance < 100%)

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score
Estimation (percentage [=Weighted Maximum

completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Estnation (percentage

completion)]

NOTE:Hyperhetical data.
Does not reDect any reat
Orgastranen

741.69

62.94%

Table 19: Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations - Establish Maturity Level

Refer Appendix Ifor complete information security management maturity level calculations worksheet.
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* After calculating percentage compliance, information security management maturity

levels are determined as follows

o Level I 0% < Percentage Compliance <= 20%

o Level II 20% < Percentage Compliance <= 40%

o Level III: 40% < Percentage Compliance <= 60%

o Level IV: 60% < Percentage Compliance <= 80%

o Level V 80% < Percentage Compliance <= 100%

Maturity levelfor our example organization is Level IV because 62.94%falls between

60% and 80% [Refer Table 19].

In the next chapter, author compares progress made so far with the objectives outlined in the

beginning of this document. Author made certain assumptions that open up new research areas.

Potential future research work is outlined in the next chapter as well.
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusion and Future Work

We started with three key objectives for this thesis. Below we see how met our stated objectives.

1. Comprehensive approach towards information security management and maturity level:

We wanted a comprehensive approach towards information security management. The

fourteen point framework termed Enterprise Information Security Management Framework

(EISMF) described in Chapter 3 fulfills this objective. EISMF emphasizes careful planning by

top management and involves all employees to make information security management a success

with in an enterprise. CISO or equivalent person dedicated 100% towards overall information

security management is a key management resource who not only understands technological side

of information security but also understands overall enterprise business objectives. Information

security management goals are aligned with enterprise business objectives. CISO or equivalent

person is responsible for creating a culture of information security driven business process

development.

Once, we have clear understanding of enterprise business and information security goal,

house of compliance is needed. House of compliance stresses importance of complying with

applicable laws and legislations. Organizations should leverage existing standards, frameworks

and best practices while complying with the applicable laws. Effort should be made to customize

standards, frameworks and best practices to suit an individual organization's specific needs.

Next is development of an enterprise information security policy. This helps all

employees across departments to have a common understanding of enterprise information

security objectives and how employees could contribute to make information security

management a success. There are several drivers which influence information security policy

such as type of business, enterprise business strategy and information security concerns, house of

compliance, threat landscape, contractual, prevention, recovery, management expectations, and

stakeholder concerns. Certain key procedures should be clearly stated upfront such as regular

backup of information, regular testing, internal and external communication when an information

security breach occurs, etc.
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Clear risk management approach is stressed. Organizations could either develop their

own custom risk management process or leverage standard such as NIST Special Publication

800-30-"Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems". The idea is consider

information security risks before buying or building any product or service. When purchasing a

product or service, information security risks must be important part of the legal contract. Risk

management approach should start with clear understanding of the context under which it is

carried out as well as completely aligned with house of compliance. Quantitative or qualitative

risk assessment methodologies could be adopted. Some organizations may choose to go with

both and compare the results. Eventually, a risk mitigation plan should be created, implemented,

continuously monitored and updated. Management should be aware of all the risks to

information, mitigation plan and its implementation.

Employee awareness and training is where all the employees whether technical or

otherwise get a chance to make a significant contribution towards information security

management. Organizations should have a very structured employee awareness and training

program geared towards information security. This program should not be a one-time affair such

as only at recruitment. Employee awareness is a continuous process and employee training

should be carried out at regular time intervals such as every six months or once a year. Standards

such as NIST Special Publication 800-16 ( "Information Technology Security Training

Requirements: A Role- and Performance-Based Model") and NIST Special Publication 800-50 (
"Building an Information Technology Security Awareness and Training Program") are available

to help organizations build and implement an effective employee awareness and training

program.

Personnel security is critical so that no one other than authorized personnel should be

able to enter an organization premises. Organizations should keep a regularly updated checklist

for personnel security which should include checks such as identity cards, background check on

all persons who work for the organizations including full time employees, part time employees,
and contractors, appropriate system access to all personnel, etc.

Physical security covers protection against physical threats to information assets. Natural

disaster, human factors and other reasons could pose serious threats. For example, earthquake,
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lightening, flood, human mistakes, theft etc. A well planned proactive approach could save

organizations from severe consequences of large scale losses.

Network security is the backbone of technological side of information security. This is an

area where highly skilled professionals are needed. Either an exclusive security policy dedicated

towards network security should be put in place or a section of enterprise information security

policy must be dedicated to network security. A series of steps are needed for ensuring network

security. Organizations would find use of checklists to be extremely useful for network security.

Physical access to all network devices must be restricted, software patches must be applied as

per vendor recommendations, high strength passwords must be used, never keep default system

passwords - always change them, use encryption, monitor all systems and keep audit trail, etc.

Software security is an area where software development cycle should involve

information security considerations at each stage. Programmers should be familiar with software

vulnerabilities such as OWASP Top Ten vulnerabilities. When buying commercial off the shelf

products, organizations should make sure to cover the information security aspect and include

information security aspect in the contractual agreement. Software architects should lay out

software design, architecture and development best practices for various teams to use within an

organization.

Identity management and access control is another technological method for enforcing

information security in the information technology systems. Identity of the user is established

through a process called authentication using username-password combination, retina scan,

digital certificate, etc. After successful authentication, authorization process kicks in which uses

previously stored rules for letting authenticated user do certain things within the system. It is

imperative that all successful and failed attempts are logged with details on what user did so that

organizations have a complete audit trail. Audit trail may be required for house of compliance

reasons especially legal.

Efficient information operations management should facilitate smooth transition to newer

information security technologies as well as safe and planned retirement of existing ones. Key

components for efficient information operations management include asset acquisition and
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inventory management, change management, backup and recovery, and asset retirement and

disposal.

Organizations should set an information security assurance goal. Assurance process

should include rigorous system testing, review of system architecture, and review of

programmers' technical background. Standards such as ISO/IEC 15408, CMMI, or ISO 9001

may be leveraged for both assurance and evaluation. Evaluation is the process of checking

whether assurance goal was met.

Information security incident management is an area where CISO or equivalent person

should create a customized incident management plan. Standard such as ISO/IEC TR

18044:2004 could be leveraged. Effort should be made to approach incident management from

compliance, technological, management and learning perspective.

CISO or equivalent person along with a team from various departments should be

involved in the future planning for overall information security management. Organizations

should study evolving threats and upcoming information security technologies. Potential

products and services should be studied for possible information security threats. All components

of EISMF should be updated.

Organizations may use information security management maturity level estimation to

track progress made in meeting requirements described in EISMF.

2. Role of senior management, alignment of information security and enterprise objectives, and

role of all employees

We saw that senior management is a key player in the overall information security

management. CISO or equivalent is a senior management person who thoroughly

understands enterprise objectives and creates information security objectives at an enterprise

level. CISO or equivalent person is a key player in EISMF. Employee awareness and training

stresses that all employees can contribute towards information security by understanding

common threats such as phishing, social engineering, understanding internet browser privacy

settings, etc. Employees should report any suspicious activity anywhere inside or in the

immediate vicinity of the office building. EISMF brings out the role of senior management,
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stresses laying out enterprise information security objectives based on overall enterprise

objectives, and role of all employees.

3. Holistic framework to address technological, business, and social aspects of information

security

EISMF clearly illustrates that information security is not just about technical challenges

but it has significant management and social aspects as well. Management needs to hire a

dedicated information security management person, ensure compliance with applicable laws,

create an enterprise information security policy, develop risk management process, ensure

personal and physical security, hire skilled technical people for network and software

security, put process in place for information operations management, carefully develop

incident management process and continuously think about the future threats and prevention.

Information security incidents are a major social concern. Some laws require organizations to

inform persons whose personal information is accessed by unauthorized persons. For

example, SB 138649 is one such law in the state of California.

EISMF takes a systems approach towards information security management and provides

senior management with a holistic picture of how different pieces fit. Information security

management maturity level was developed to provide a way to track progress and

compliance with EISMF. However, author made certain assumptions which opens up new

research areas as explained below.

e Each point in the fourteen point framework was given one hundred points so that total points

for EISMF are fourteen hundred. More research is needed to determine whether we can have

variable points for different points in EISMF. For example, house of compliance may have

different total points from policy and procedures. Extensive interviews from organizations

across many industries may help estimate this distribution. This can change the total points

from fourteen hundred to a different value.

49 California State Government, -SB 1386, Retrieved on October 13, 2010 from
http:'/nfo.senca.govpub/01-02/bill/sen/sb 1351-1400/sb 1386 bill 20020926_chaptered.html
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" Each component or point in the fourteen point EISMF was divided into various criteria and

each criterion had approximately equal points. More research is needed to come up with

distribution of points for various criteria. This distribution could be based on extensive field

research such as conducting interviews with management and technical personnel from

several different organizations across multiple industries combined with rigorous

mathematical analysis

" Apart from distribution of points among various criteria, more research is needed to help

organizations to come up with self estimated percentage completion values for different

criteria. Research could focus on various standard mathematical distributions such as

Binomial distribution, Poisson distribution, Beta distribution, etc. and calculate mean value

for reporting percentages.

" It would help organizations to have a standard way for gathering data from various

stakeholders for various criteria by dividing each criterion into sub-criterion. For example,

House of Compliance has four criteria- Laws/Regulations, Standards, Frameworks, and Best

Practices. To come up percentages for each one of the criteria, per the current assumptions,

interviews should be conducted and average percentage reported here. If management finds a

large discrepancy, action needs to be taken to resolve differences and report agreed upon

percentage. In contrast, it would make things much clearer for stakeholders, if through more

research we are able to break down each criterion in sub-criterion and create guidelines to

help concerned persons report their percentage estimation. Afterwards, an algorithm based on

appropriate mathematical distribution calculates mean percentage for reporting purpose.

e Through extensive field work and research, benchmarks should be created to show where an

organization stands within industry with regards to different criterion. For example, it would

be useful to know how many organizations (expressed as percentage) within a certain

industry have official Enterprise Information Security Policy. This would help organizations

within that industry to catch up with other organizations and implement an Enterprise

Information Security Policy.



" Future research may help determine critical organization size when a dedicated information

security management person such as CISO is absolutely essential for information security

management.

" Weights may vary depending on type of business and data, size of organization, and

geographical location due to differences in criterion such as regulatory and privacy laws or

for other reasons. It may be helpful to put together certain guidelines based on industry data

to help organizations come up with weight for each criterion.

" It would be extremely useful to create a user interface such as an intranet web portal within

an organization or commercial off the shelf software product called - Enterprise Information

Security Management Dashboard. This web portal would report final compliance level as

well as show where an organization stands with regards to each one of the fourteen points.

Authorized users would drill down under each point to view/edit data for various criterion

and possible sub-criterion. All computations are completed behind the scenes using

programming logic. Such a dashboard would immediately bring management's attention

towards areas which need improvement. This would be of immense value for information

security budget and resource planning.

As we saw above, there are few research opportunities that could be explored in the

future. Nevertheless, author believes that existing framework as described in this thesis would be

greatly helpful to organizations in planning, estimation, development and implementation of an

enterprise level information security roadmap for both strategic and tactical purposes. It gives

both breadth and depth of work involved and brings all employees including senior management

together to collectively contribute towards information security management.
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Appendix I: Complete worksheet for information security management maturity level

calculations

Disclaimer: Please note that in Enterprise Information Security Maturity Level Calculations,

data shown under columns - Weight (in percentage) and Enterprise Self Estimation (percentage

completion) is purely hypothetical. It was NOT obtainedfrom any organization. Any match with

any organization is purely coincidental.

S.NO EISMF

1 Organizational Structure

2 House of Compliance

3 Policy and Procedures

4 Risk Management

Criterion Maximum

Score

CISO or equivalent dedicated

information security peson

Laws/Regulations

Standards

Frameworks

Best Practices

Understand policy drivers

Understand information threat

landscape
Create Enterprise Information

Security Policy

Develop procedures

Procedure documentation

Clearly established risk assessment

process

List of information assets, asset
classification. asset owner and
information utilization details

Asset impactivaluation, threat

assessment, vulnerability assessment,
current safety assessment,
probabilistic estimates

Clearly documented risk

management process

Documented risk management

process implementation

VARIABLE

Weight

(in percentage)

NtOT: Eypo theltial dot a.
Doe not eectu real
organiaotlon-

100%

100%
50%
50%

100%

20 100%

20 100%

Weighted
Maximum Score

(Maximum Score

Weight)

100.00

25.00

12.50

12.50
25.00

20.00

12.00

20.00

20.00

16.00

20.00

16.00

20.00

14.00

18.00

VARIABIES

Enterprise Self Actual Score

Estimation (percentage [=WeightedMxinm

completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Estimation (percentage

completion)]

NOTE:H ypothetical dat.
Does not recli a. real
ergaatzatioa.

100%

100%
75%

50%

75%

50%

80%

100%

60%

100%

75%

50%

70%

75%

80%

100.00

25.00

9.38
6.25

18.75

10.00

9.60

20.00

12.00

16.00

15.00

8.00

14.00

10.0

14.40

Table is continued below:
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S.NO EISMF Cuiterion Manem

Score

5 Employee awareness and training Enterprise information security
policy awareness

Common knowledge procedures

awareness

Phishing and spyware

Identiy protection

Responsibility

Password choice

Practice safe access

Protect your work outside the office

Reduce e-mail risks

Suspect e-mail hoaxes

Work wisely with the web

Avoid internet dangers

Master instant messaging

Use firewalls and patches

Use PDAs wisely

Backup and secure data

Manage data wisely

Secnre your workplace

Beware of social engineers

Use corporate resources osly for
work

Call the experts when things go
wrong

Internet browser pris acy settings

Dangers from portable information
stores such as pen drives, passport
drive etc.

VARIABLE

Weight
(In percentage)

NOTE: H'pothetical data.
Does not refect any rel
ergamlaies.

100%

100%

90%

100%

50%

100%

60%

50%

100%

100%

70%

80%

0%

100%

20%

100%

100%

100%

80%

90%

100%

80%

70%

Weighted
Maximunam Score

(Maximum Score *

Weight)

5.00

5.00

4.50

5.00

2.50

5.00

3.00

2.50

4.00

4.00

2.80

3.20

0.00

4.00

0.80

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.20

3.60

4.00

3.20

2.80

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Acinal Score
Estienatloa (percentage {=Weigkted Maximum

Completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Estimation (percentage

completion)]

NOTE;Hypobseticzl date.
Does not reflect ay real
egnzaution.

20%

80%

75%

75%

80%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

30%

90%

75%

75%

60%

75%

30%

50%

60%

100%

50%
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S.NO EISM'F

6 Personnel Security

Cricerion Maximum

Score

Complete background check- Driving
history, criminal check, credit history

Match skill of a person with job
requirements

Identification method (ID Cards/

Retina scan, pass-code etc.)

Proper system access at all times
(prompt action when
employee/contraetor moves on)

System and system access internal /
external audit

Mandatory reporting of change in

security clearance by
employrecontractor

Automatic logging and andit trail of
human access to any system or
application

Awareness of conseqences of

information theft

Peer alertness at all times

Awareness ofindividual rights as
provided by the constitution

VARIABLE

Weight

(in percentage)

NOTE: Hfpehticadl ra

Does nt reltct any tr o
1ganu0atin-

10 100%

70%

10 100%

10 50%

50%

10 100 i

Weighted
Maximut Score

(Maximum Score*

Weight)

10.00

7.00

10.00

5.00

5.00

8.00

0.00

10.00

6.00

5.00

VARIBLES

EnterpriseSelf Actual Score
Estimation (percentage [=Weighted Maximn

completion) Score * Enterprise Self
Estimation (percentage

completion)J

NOTE:Htypthetical ata.
Does not reflect ay reat
orgmnzoation.

100% 10.00

90%

100%
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S.NO EISMF

7 Physical Security

Critedron Maximaa
Score

Documented plan for protection
against natural disaster (For
example, earthquake, lightening,
flood, and storms)

A checklist for regnlar physical
security checks

Protection against earthquake
considered

Protection against lightening

Secured keys areas of building for
protection against flood and storm

Documented plan for protection
against homan factors (For example,
Mistakes. Theft, Vandalism. and
Actnal physical attack)

Electronic monitoring of complete

facility

Guards at all key areas of the facility
such as entrance, location of key
physical devices or storage area, etc.

Display for appropriate legal
messages at various location. For
example, message stating - secured
area, authorized personnel only

Documented plan for protection
against other threats (For example,
building fire, building water damage,
power outage, and strutural failure)

Regular fire drills

Fire protection mechanism in place

Backup power supply

Secured all inlet to the facilits such
as water system, air conditioning,
power cable chambers etc.

Regular Inspection of building
structure

VARIABtLE

Weight

(in petcentage)

Ni5l Hyoihbetr datL
Does aot reflect av real
Orgaaition.

100%

80%

20%

50%

40%

100%

100%

40%

100%

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score

Estimation (percentage [(=Weighted Maxinton
completion) Stoea-e Enterprise Self

Estimation (nersentnge
compleion)t

'tOTEtypothetkol dat.
Does "I refect any rena
arganzatin

Weighted
Maximam Score

(Maimamn Score

Weight)

7.00

5.60

1.40

3.50

2.80

7.00

7.00

2.80

2.10

3.50

6.00

6.00

1.20

3.00

6.00

Table is continued below:
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S.NO EISEMIF

8 Network Security

Criterion Alximum

Stce

Special network security policy or
dedicated section in Enterprise
Iaformation Security policy

Secure physical access to network
devices sach as routers and switches

Regular software patch as per
vendor recommendations

High strength network passwords

No default passwords used

Passwords changed frequently

Limited persons have access to
network device management froat
remote places

Legal notice displayed upfront after
successful login to a device stating
analthorioed access is not allowed
and any such access would be
investigated fully

Session timeont

Only needed services are running

Encryp ted electronic communication

Logging of access to any network
device (wYho logged, when logged and
what was done)

Use of appropriate network
architecture

Continuous system monitoring and
maintain audil trails.

Appropriate intrusion detection and
prevention system in place

Installation of appropriate anti-
maware such as antivirus, firewall

User education

VARL1-BLE ,

Weight

(in percentage)

NOTE -ypothetical data.
Do not rect aux rel

orgaalatioa.

100%

20%

100%

100%

100%

Weighted
Maximum Scare

(Maxiam Score *

Weight)

6.00

1.20

6.00

6.00

VARIkABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score
Esiimalion (percentage [- Weighted Maximum

completion) Score * Entcrprise Self
Estlmation (percentage

completion)]

NOTE:Hypotlietical da.
Doesast re..ett n real
organization.

100% 6.0f)

50%

100%

50%

100%

60%

40%

40%

100%

30%

30%

25%

49%

30%

100%

100%

20%

Table is continued below:
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S.NO EISMF

9 Software Security

Criterion Maxima

Seore

Docamented list of applIcation
vulnerabilities for technical staff to
use when developing applications

(For example, OWASP top 10
software web applications
vulnerabilities for web application
developers)

Secured Software Development
Lifecycle when building software

product or sersice

Securits considerations When baying
software product or serice

Regular software security patches
and software upgrades

10 Identity Management and Access User information repository
control

Anthentication

Authorization

Security Policy / Rules

Account management

Audit trail

II Information Operations

Management
Familiarity with standards such as
ISO/IEC 27002:2005 which cover

operations management

Inventory management

Asset acquisition

Change Management

Backup snd recovery

Planned asset retirement

Famrilarit with standards such as
Department otDefense,DoD 5220.22-i
National Industrial Secaity Programa
Operatiag Manual (NISPOM) for
electronic storage medium disposal such
as disposal of hard drives

Asset disposal ith some industry

adopted standards

VARIABLE

Weight

(Ia percentage)

4.
NOTE: Bypothetkal data.
Does not reflect nay real
argnaoti-n

100%

50%

25 100%

25 100%

12 100%

12 100%

13 80%

12 100%

12 50%

13 100%

13 100%

Weighte

unmxlmaat Score

(MaLxima.m Score
Weighit)

25.00

12.50

25.00

25.00

17.00

17.00

13.60

13.60

16.00

12.80

13.00

12.00

12.00

10.40

12.00

6.00

13.00

13.00

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score

Estiuadnao (percentage [=Weighted Maxima.m
completion) Score *Enterprise Self

Estmaton r(pecetae

comspletio)]

NOTE tlphedcaildata
bea not reflect may "%I
og entiytirn e

40% ll M

10%

10%

100%

80%

50%

60%

80%

75%
75%

75%

80%

90%

75%

80%

30%

0%

20%

1.25

2.50

25.00

13.60

8.50

8.16

10.88

12.00

9.60

9.75

9.60

10.80

7.80

9.60

1.80

0.00

2.60

Table is continued below:
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5.30 ETSMF

12 Assurance and Evaluation

13 Incident Management

Criterion Maxsimua

Score

Standardized or frameworks based

approach for information assurance
and evalation (For example, ose of
ISOIIEC 15408, CABII, COBIT,
OCTAVE)

Rigorous testing

Review of implemented architecture

Review of developmet team

Target assurance level for all

development efforts (could vary by
department, type of application etc.).

Perforn Evaluation on all products or
sermices

Standardized approach for

information security incident
management (For example, use of
ISO/IEC TR 18044:2004. NIST SP
000-61)

Detection using technical solutions
such as intrusion detection systems

Incident reporting system soch as
email, web portal, telephone call

CISO and core IS incident
management team

House of Compliance needs for
external management

Communication uith external
stakeholders

Reputation management

Assignment

Response

Documentation and logging

Comprehensive review of prevention
and upgrade as needed based on
incident

House of Compliance needs for
internal management

Escalation and communication with

management

Lessons learned

VARIABI E

Weight

(in percentage)

NOTE: Hypotbettcaldatu
Does act renedcany re.1

organoatrn'.

50%

17 100%

80%

60%

16 100%

17 100%

8 50%

7 100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score
Estimation (percentage ["Weighted Malonm

completion) Score * Enterpise Self
Estimation (percentage

completion)]

NOTE:Hypothettcal data.
Dosantl retoi any real

organiation.

0% 0.00

Weighted
Mauimum Score

(Maximun Score*

Weight)

8.50

17.00

13.60

9.60

16.00

17.00

4.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

8.00

Table is continued below:
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50%

20%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

80%

0%

50%

50%

40%

100%

100%

90%

90%

50%

75%

50%



S.NO EISIF

14 Future Planning

Criterion Maximam
Score

Dedicated person for information
security management future planning
(For example, CISO or CISO and
various department heads)

Evolving threats - Keep threat
landscape updated

Evaluate potential new products or
services

Study evolving Information security
solutions

Evaluate and update each component
of the EISMF framework

VARIABLE

Weight
(n percentage)

NsOTE: Hyoheical ata.
Does not reflect vy real

ioranatio

20 100%

20 100%

1400

Weighted
Maximum Score

(Maximum Score

Weight)

20.00

20.00

20.00

12.00

20.00

1178.40

Percentage Compusance with

EISMF:

Information Security Maturity
Levels;

Levell (0% <Percentage
Compilance <- 20%)

Levell (20%<Percentage
Compliace <= 40%)

LevelHM (40% <Percentage
Compluance <= 60%)

LevelTV (60% <Percentage
Comptance <= 80%)

Level V (80%<Percentage
Compliance < 100%)

VARIABLES

Enterprise Self Actual Score
Estimatiou (percentage [=Weighted Maximam

completion) Store * Enterprise Self
Estimation (percentage

completion)]

NOTE:Hspotetical data
Does not reflect W real

ranmtion.

0% 0.00

12.00

10.00

9.60

16.00

741.69

62.94%

Table 20: Information Security Management Maturity Level Calculations -All Criteria

Note: It is recommended that organizations should start with self assessment using the

EISMF. As changes are made to the percent completion of each criterion, updates should be

made to the spreadsheet as shown in the example above. This way management and information

security personnel would have a way to track progress. Note that self assessment is not a one-

time exercise. It should be done at regular intervals.
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